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Preface

Thisreport gives anaccount ofthe ANIMO model version 3.5.Earlier versions ofthis
model were developed since 1985 and were reported in internal notes of the DLO
Winand Staring Centre only.Themainpart ofthisreportcomprises abrief description
of the model formulations, some field validations and some regional applications.
Currently, the ANIMO model serves as one of theparent models for the development
of the Dutch consensus leaching model STONE.STONEis regarded as the consensus
nutrientemission modelfor allgovernmental departments involved in environmental
policy making (National institute for health andtheenvironment; Institutefor Inland
watermanagement andwastewatertreatment;Agricultural Research Department) and
willoperateatanational andregional scalefor globalproblems.Forfield scalestudies
andfor specific regional environmental problems however, theANIMO model will still
be available in future.
DLO research programme 317 'Nutrient dynamics and management' takes the
responsibility for the maintenance of the model and software implementation. For
questions about the model formulations the reader is referred to the main author
(p.groenendijk@alterra.wag-ur.nl). Information ontheprogrammecodeisobtainable
by contacting ing. J. Roelsma (j.roelsma@alterra.wag-ur.nl).

Summary

The ANIMO model aims to quantify the relation between fertilization level, soil
management and theleaching of nutrients togroundwater and surface water systems
for a wide range of soil types and different hydrological conditions. The model is a
functional model incorporating simplified formulations of processes. The organic
matter cycle plays an important role for quantificating the long term effects of land
use changes and fertilization strategies. Attention hasbeen paid to describe themost
relevant processes governing the organic cycle.
A concise description of the process formulations implemented in version 3.5 of the
ANIMOmodel is given. These include:
Addition of organicmaterialsandnutrientstothesoilsystembyfertilization, root
residues and harvest losses and the redistribution of these materials by tillage.
Accumulation and decomposition of soil organic matter in relation tothe quality
and composition of different organic materials.
Cropuptakeofnitrogenandphosphorusinrelation tothenutrient statusofarable
cropsand grassland. Drymatterproduction ofgrasslandissimulated by adynamic
sub-model.
Sorption of ammonium and non-linear time-dependent sorption of phosphate to
the solid soil phase.
Nitrification and denitrification as a function of the oxygen demand of
transformation processes and the diffusive properties of the soil.
Volatilization of ammonium and atmospheric supply by dry and wet deposition.
Influence of environmental factors (pH, temperature, aeration and drought
condition) on the transformation rates.
Leaching of different nitrogen and phosphorus species: ammonium, nitrate,
dissolved organicnitrogen,mineralphosphateanddissolved organicphosphorus.
The model generates material balances as well as time series of all relevant state
variables for a user defined number of soil layers and a user defined time interval.
The performance of the model with respect to nitrate leaching, phosphate leaching
and crop uptake has been validated for a number of field plots. Field validations of
the nitrogen related model outputs are presented in this report for:
plots with forage maize and nitrogen catch crops on a sandy soil;
a non-grazed grassland plot on a sandy soil;
a winter wheat plot on an silty loam soil;
a grazed grassland plot on a clay soil.
Field validations of phosphorus leaching have been conducted at:
a phosphate saturated grassland plot on a wet sandy soil;
aphosphate saturated flower bulbplot onacalcareous weakly humous sandysoil.
It has been concluded hat the model performance is acceptable, but some processes
requires further study and other sources of validation data (e.g. nutrient uptake by
arable crops, influence of preferential flow on water fluxes and solute migration,
assessment of initial phosphate distribution).
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Themodel hasbeen applied atregional scalein anumber ofresearch projects aiming
toanalysetheeffects ofdifferent scenarios of fertilizer management onnitrogen and
phosphorus leaching. The impacts of a prohibition of groundwater withdrawal for
sprinkling ofgrassland andtheregional environmental impacts of waterconservation
management leading to swamp conditions in future nature areas on the nutrient
discharges to groundwater andsurface waterhavebeen analyzed intheBeerzeReusel
catchment in th Southern part of The Netherlands. A complete stop of sprinkling,
whilst equal fertilization doses are applied, will lead to an increase of the average
nitrate concentration in groundwater in areascharacterized by arelativehigh sprinkling
requirement. Theraise of water tables due to the nature oriented water management
will lead to a considerable increase of P-discharge in the future nature areas.
In the framework of National Policy Documents on Water Management, the model
was applied toestimate theeffects offertilizer reduction on thenutrient leaching from
rural areasintoregional surface water. Thefertilization scenario aiming at abalance
betweennutrientapplication,cropuptakeandacceptableenvironmental lossesresulted
toalongtermreduction withrespecttothenitrogen loadon surface waters reduction
of about 50%relative totheleaching tobeexpected for thecontinuation ofthe1993fertilizer applications. For the asssumed fertilization doses which aim at a balance
between fertilization and cropuptake,noreduction ofphosphate leaching isexpected.
The model has also been used in regional research projects studying the relation
between thephosphate saturation degree of sandy soils and phosphate surplusses on
the load on surface water systems (Central and Southern sand district). For the
scenario assuming a 40 kg ha_1a"1 P-surplus, the long term load on surface waters
increased intime,whereasforthe 10kgha ' a"1P-surplus scenarionofurther increase
is expected after 20 years. A tentative assessment was made of the effects of a
chemical treatment of strongly P-saturated soils toreduce thephosphate leaching. It
was concluded that in case of a larger P-surplus (40kg ha"1 a 1 ), the positive effects
of chemical treatment are dimished by an increased P leaching from other soils.
Although thedataacquisition requiresconsiderable efforts andrequired skillstoapply
the model instrument is high, the model has proven to be a useful tool in scenario
analysis and decision making.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Management of land and water resources has resulted in an increased need for
information ontheenvironmental impacts offertilization strategies,landusechanges
andwatermanagementpolicies.Application ofanimalmanureandartificial fertilizers
tomineral soilshas resulted in anincreased leaching ofnutrients togroundwater and
surface water systems. In many cases the sorption capacity of iron and aluminium
minerals hasbeen utilized to fix phosphates to such adegreethat leaching of soluble
phosphate tosurface waterscanbeexpected.Legislation measuresto control fertilizer
applications arecurrently considered atregional, nationalandinternational levels.Most
of the measures arebased on rough risk assessments with regard to nitrate leaching.
Itisnot alwaysclear what the shortand long termeffects ofregulative measures will
be.Thereisaneedtoquantify thesourcesofnutrientswhichcontaminate groundwater
systems and lead to eutrophication of surface waters. Quantification and evaluation
of strategies requires various climatic conditions, soil types, water management
alternatives, cropping patterns and agricultural technologies.
A thorough understanding of the transfer and transformation principles which lead
tocontamination andeutrophication requiresacomprehensiveknowledgeofprocesses
governing the changes in the soil-water-plant system. Due to the development of
simulation models, the interactions of different processes as influenced by farming
strategiesandsoilandwatermanagement canbestudied.Asimulation modelenables
theintegration ofknowledge ofdifferent disciplines andtheanalysis of shortandlong
term impacts of changes in farming strategy, climate and water management on the
environment. The aim of the ANIMOmodel is to derive cause-effect relationships
between fertilization rate, cropping pattern and water management and the nutrients
losses leavingthe agricultural system.Themodelresultsactgenerally asuseful guides
to support management decisions of soil and water resources.
Thefirst version ofthemodel originates from 1985(Berghuijs-van Dijk etal, 1985)
anddidnotcompriseaphosphatemodule.Duringthelastfew years,special attention
has been paid to the formulation of a submodel for transformation processes which
influencephosphatemobility andsoluteconcentrationsinsoils.Theseprocesseshave
beenobserved toproceed asaseriesofkineticreactions.Model analyseshave shown
that even when theuseofmanureisreduced tovery lowlevels,itmay lastmorethan
a number of decades before the release of accumulated phosphate reduces to
acceptable levels. Desorption of phosphates, even when far-reaching measures are
implemented, may cause an exceedance of water quality standards for long periods.
The ANIMO model is a software package developed by the DLO-Winand Staring
Centre. It aims to be used for field and regional assessments with respect to
groundwaterand surface waterpollution by solublenitrogen andphosphorus species,
originating from soil with agricultural land use. The model has been tested and the
overall performance has been validated for a number of field plots. A sensitivity
analysisofthemodelparametersandatentativeuncertaintyanalysishavebeencarried
out by Groenenberg et al., (1999).
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In the future, the model will be used as aparent model to derive simplified versions
intheframework ofthe national consensus model for all governmental departments
involved in environmental policy making.
Theunderlyingreportaimstogiveanaccountoftheprocessdescriptions implemented
in the animo model provides adescription oftheprocesses formulated in theANIMO
andtogive someinsightinthecapabilities andtheperformance ofthemodel. Chapter
two provides a brief description of the present version (3.5), as it has been used in
thenationalWaterReconnaissance Survey in 1995/1996 (Boers etal, 1997).Amore
detailed description of the formulations, backgrounds of the theories and ideas for
future developments canbefound inRijtema etal, (1999). Chapterthree summarizes
how to use the model and chapter four provides a short description of model
validations atfield scale.Chapterfive givessomerecentmodelapplicationsatregional
scale.
For user guidelines and modellers instructions, the reader is refered to Kroes and
Roelsma(1998).Moredetailedinformation ontheresultsofdifferent research projects
for which the model was used can be found in anumber of reports and publications
(Drent et al, 1988; Kroes et al, 1990; Van der Bolt et al, 1990; Hendriks et al,
1994; Schoumans and Kruijne, 1995; Hack-ten Broeke and Dijkstra, 1995; Van der
Bolt etal, 1996b; Groenendijk and Van der Bolt, 1996; Kroes etal, 1996; Kruijne
et al, 1996; Boers et al, 1997).
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2 PROCESS FORMULATIONS

2.1 Hydrological schematization for local and regional applications

2.1.1 System definition
Water discharge to groundwater and surface water is schematized by a pseudo-two
dimensional flow in a vertical soil column with unit surface. This soil column is
schematizedintoanumberofmodelcompartments thicknessesrelatedtothephysical
dispersion which can be expected. The boundary atthe top of thiscolumn is the soil
surface. The bottom boundary can be located in the unsaturated or in the saturated
zone of the soil. The lateral boundary may be formed by one or more drainage
systems. The position of thebottom and the lateral boundaries depends on the scale
and type of the application.
Hydrological data (e.g.waterfluxes andmoisture contents ofthedistinct soil layers)
aresupplied byanexternalfield plotmodel (SWAP;VanDam etal.,1997)orregional
groundwater flow model (SIMGRO; Querner and Van Bakel, 1989). The vertical
schematizationresulting from thespatialdiscretization asappliedinthewaterquantity
model forms part of the input of the model (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Definition of a soil profile and the main terms of the water balance (q is a water flux in
d';
is soil evaporation, qr is surface runoff,qv is
vertical percolation, q, is leaching, qdl, qd2, qd3 is drainage tofirst, second and third order
drainage system)

A water quantity model (e.g. SWAP)should simulate all relevant terms of the water
balance.Suchacompletewaterbalanceforasoil-water-crop systemcanbe formulated
15

as:
—

= %+qs -4„ -4ei, -leT^-^r-^i

where:
AV:
At:
qp:
qs:
qes:
qep:
qei:
qt:
q;.
q{.
qdl qd2 qd3:

-%,i 'Ida ~«*3

(1)

change in areic water volume during a time step (m3 m 2 )
time increment (d)
precipitation flux (m3 m"2 d ')
seepage flux (m3 m"2d"1)
soil evaporation flux (m3 m 2 d"1)
ponding evaporation flux (m3 m~2d"1)
interception evaporation flux (m3 m"2d"1)
transpiration flux (m3 m"2 d ')
surface runoff (m3 m"2d"1)
leaching across the bottom boundary flux (m3 m2d"1)
drainage flux to 1st,2nd and 3rdorder drainage systems (m3 m 2 d"1)

The nett incoming flux across thetop boundary results from theprecipitation minus
theinterception andevaporation from thebare soil and theponding layer, and minus
the surface runoff. The nett incoming flux across the lateral boundary of the profile
resultsasthedifference betweeninfiltration from anddrainagetowards surface-water
system(s). The nett incoming flux across the lower boundary results from the
difference in seepagefrom andleachingtowardsdeepersoillayersbelowthe profile.
Some models for water transport in the unsaturated and saturated zonehave options
tosimulatewaterfluxes to/from surface-water systems.Inmanywaterquantitymodels
thisisnottakenintoaccount andtherefore themodelANIMOhasanoptionto simulate
waterflow to/from surface-water systems.This optionisbased onaregional approach
for the surface-water system(s) which will be discussed in the next paragraph.

2.1.2 A regional approach for lateral flow towards surface-waters
For solute transport it is essential to take the discharge to drainage systems into
account since it reduces the load on groundwater systems and it may contribute
considerably to the solute balance of a soil system. The residence time of soil water
is strongly influenced by the spacing and the basis of the drainage systems.

2.1.2.1 Lower boundary
Groundwater flow can be divided into a local and a regional flow (Fig. 2). The
regional flow is not important for the transport of substances from the soil surface
toaneighbouring surface-water system.Thelocalflow howeveristheessentialtransport route towards the surface-water system. To catch this local flow theposition of
the model profile should be such that it accounts for most of the streamlines
discharging to the surface water. In the ANIMOmodel this is achieved by a rule of
thumb stating the maximum depth of the local flow should be less than 1/4 of the
16

drain distance. If for example the distance between ditches is 20 m; the position of
the lower boundary should be at 5mbelow the soil surface. Then, the model profile
will cover more than 85% of the local flow.
surface water
system(s)

soil surface
model profile
water level

localflow

regionalflow

Fig. 2 Schematization of local and regional groundwater flow and the position of a 1-dimensional
model profile to simulate lateral flow to surface-water system(s)

Once the regional and local flow have been segregated by the position of the lower
boundary,thelateralboundary canbeusedtosimulatedischargetodrainage systems.
Given water discharges and drain distances are used to simulate residence times of
water and solute in the saturated part of the soil profile.

2.1.2.2 Lateral boundary fluxes in a single drainage system
In humid climates like The Netherlands, with relatively low rainfall intensities
stretched out over long periods, most drainage problems can be solved by using
approaches valid for steady state flow between parallel drains with equal distance,
size and drainage level. A general equation to quantify a drainage flux in such a
situation is:
h -ft„
4d

(2)

where:

h:

drainage flux (m3 m 2 d ')
drainage resistance of an open field drain or a tile drainage system (d)
drainage level (m)
phreatic groundwater level (m)
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Withtheassumption thatthegiven drainageflux qdisdetermined by theprecipitation
excess,itwillnowbeexplainedhowthis drainageflux canbeappointed tothe lateral
boundary of a one dimensional model profile.
In ahomogenous layer of constant thickness where radial flow in the surroundings
of the drains can be neglected, drainage water flow can be described with a stream
function (Fig. 3).For atwo-dimensional transect between parallel perfect drains the
stream function can be given as a function of depth and distance (Ernst, 1973):

T(**) = where:

H

(3)

^x(H-z)

stream function as a function of depth z and distance x (m3 m"1 d ' )
precipitation excess (m3 m 2 d ')
depth below the soil surface (m)
distance relative to the water divide between 2 drains (m)
thickness of aquifer (m)

Y(JC,Z):
Iner

z:
x:
H:

X

/

/

X

x-0
!

/

^

t1
+2

Fig. 3 Streamlines as calculated from the streamfunction \\i(after Ernst, 1973)

The vertical water fluxes qz and thehorizontal flux qx are obtained by taking partial
derivatives of the streamfunction *F. For qz holds:
2xp

n

(4)

The horizontal flux qx is given by:
9, = T z ( ^ )

(5)
az

H

In the vertical column representing the soil system, the drainage rate kd(m3 m3 d')
is defined as the derivate of the vertical flux to z:

d

kd=d

Jl

(6)
dz

From the continuity equation it follows that the drainage rate is also related to the
gradient of the horizontal flux:
d

dx

H

This formulation isintroduced inthegeneral mass balance equation by means of the
sink term Rx (paragraph 2.8).
Theverticalflux qzintheone-dimensional model systemcanbeformulated asalinear
relation with depth according to:

«« =té a - jj)

<«>

By means of the approach given above for saturated flow towards drainage systems
a pseudo two-dimensional transport is considered. In the one-dimensional model
system the water flux qd is divided proportional to the thickness of the model
compartments between thephreatic groundwater levelandthelowerboundary ofthe
modelprofile. The sumofmodelcompartments from which waterfluxes toand from
a drainage system are simulated is called a 'model discharge layer'. The effect of
pseudo two-dimensional transport ontheresidencetime of waterparticles discharging
to a drainage system will be explained by looking at a 'model discharge layer' into
more detail.A'model discharge layer' and itswaterfluxes inadischarging situation
areshowninFigure4a.Forasystemwithone surface-water systemthevertical water
flux is given as a linear function with depth (Fig. 4b).
The residence time of water particles in the one-dimensional profile is obtained by
integrating the vertical water flux over depth:
h.

t

=f1 *

(9)

where is tres is the residencetime(d)within onesimulated timestepforwaterparticles
moving from depth z, (m) to depth z2 (m), Eis porosity (m3 m 3 ). A combination of
theprevious twoequationsresultsinthefollowing formulation for theresidencetime:

t

res

=lä in ^
Id

(10)
*M
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where:
Qz.1 a n dI-J-

H:

vertical water fluxes at depths z, and z2 (m3 m"2 d ')
thickness of the aquifer (m)

This solution impliesthat the residence time ofthe waterparticles flowing vertically
downward increases logarithmic with depth (Fig. 4c). The hydrological model
schematization resultsin asimilarexpression for therelationbetweenresidence time
variation and depth in the soil profile as given by Ernst (1973).
Summarizing the following assumptions have been made:
- Dupuit-assumption: pressure head, groundwater level andequivalent thickness of
'model discharge layer', in the horizontal plane, are assumed to be equal;
- symmetric groundwater flow;
- equivalent thickness of 'model discharge layer' should be less than 25% of the
distance between the drains. If the equivalent thickness is larger than 25%of the
drain distance,thanthe lower boundary of the 'model discharge layer' is adjusted
until this conditions is met.
- radial flow near the drains is neglected.
a
Residence time

•

*

•

la

-Or

Depth

Depth

Fig. 4 Model discharge layers and water fluxes in a discharging situation, a) Model discharge
layer with vertical flux qz , leaching flux q,and drainage flux qd; bj Vertical flux qz asfunction of
depth; c) Residence time asfunction of depth

2.1.2.3 Lateral boundary fluxes in a multiple drainage system
Regionalwaterdischargesgenerally giveanon-linearrelationbetweenmeasureddischarges and groundwater tables. This drainage concept is illustrated in Figure 5,
depicting a linear reservoir model with outlets at different heights.
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Drainage to
trenche

Drainage to (open)
field drains

Regional flow
system
saturated
soil profile

^
Drainage to
canals

#=

^=
Fig. 5 Schematic representation of the regional drainage concept

The general shape of such aso-called q/h-relation is given inFigure 6a.The relation
can be schematized by distinguishing discharges with a low and discharges with a
highintensity.Highdischargeintensitieswith shallow groundwatertables aremainly
caused by shallow drains, such as open field drains and tile drains, with relatively
shortresidence times,whereas low discharge intensities with deepgroundwater tables
aretheresult ofdrainage canals atlarger distance,resulting in largeresidence times.
In the model schematization the q/h-relation is dissected into a number of linear
relations (Fig.6b),eachofthemrepresenting acertain type ofdrainagesystem. From
theseschematized q/h-relationsdrainageresistances arederived andused asinput for
thecalculation ofthedrainage quantitiespertime stepandper surface-water system,
asdepending onthedepth ofthegroundwater table andthesurface-water level.Total
regional discharge is calculated by the expression:
«ds

=

n
E

^

=£

h-h

dj

T.

(11)

where:
qJr:
regional drainage flux (m3 m"2d"1)
qdi:
water flux flowing to drain of order i (m3 m"2 d"1)
i:
order of the drainage system (-)
n:
total number of drain systems present (-)
Y;:
drainage resistance of system i (d)
h:
height of the phreatic groundwater level midway between drains (m)
hdi:
height of the water level in drain system i (m)
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Fig. 6 Relations between groundwater level (h) and regional discharge (q). a) Measured q/hrelation (after: Ernst, 1978); b) Schematized q/h-relalion with 4 drainage systems

Drains continuously containing water will have an infiltration function when the
phreatic groundwater level is below the water level in the drainage system under
consideration. When thephreatic groundwater level falls below the pressure head of
the aquifer, leaching conditions are changing into seepage conditions.
Inanalogy withthesituationwithonly onesurface-water ordrainage system,so-called
'model discharge layers' are identified from which water is discharged to
corresponding drainage systems.
In the current version of the ANIMOmodel, the differences in residence time of the
water particles discharging to the corresponding drainage systems have been taken
into account by assuming the thickness of the discharging layers ('model discharge
layers')proportional tothedrainagedischargestowardsthecorresponding drains,or:
(*1Ï) M : (kH). =L._,q._l : Ltq.
where:
kH{. the transmissivity of 'model discharge layer' i
L,:
drain distance (m)
q{.
drainage flux towards drainage system i (m3 m"2 d')
The product of Lt and qt equals the drain discharge flow. It should be noted that
according to the superposition principle, drains of a certain order also function as
drains of the superposed orders.
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(12)

The size of the discharging soil layers or 'model discharge layers' can now be
estimated, since the sum of the thicknesses of the 'model discharge layers' is
determined by groundwater level and lower boundary of the model profile. In most
cases, this surface islocated atthehydrological base.The depth ofthebottom of the
second and higher order systems follows from the ratios between the transmissivity
of the considered layer and the total transmissivity. The ratios between the
transmissivities canbecalculated from theproportion between thedischarges.In the
ANIMOmodel theratio between thetransmissivities iscomputed from the proportion
between discharges:

(*A),

(13)

(*Ä),

When theproportion between transmissivities has been assessed, thebottom of each
layercan becomputed. Figure7denotes thecalculation method for soilprofiles with
heterogeneous conductivity distribution with depth.

base of local flow system
kD.

Fig. 7Bottom of model discharge layers as afunction of transmissivities in a heterogeneous soil
profile

The depth of the bottom of a certain discharge layer (H2,H3) can be obtained by
interpolation in the cumulative kH-relation with depth.
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2.1.3 Upper soil storage and surface runoff
Animal manure andfertilizers canbeapplied toafield plot atanytime.Most ofthe
added nutrients willbetransported intothesoil profile viapercolating rain water. It
thusdependson therainfall pattern whetherand whenthefertilization willbe effective
for plant roots.Toaccount forthis phenomenon, animaginary storage reservoirhas
been introduced atthe soil surface inwhich alladditions areimmediately dissolved.
In themodel schematization, thesolute migration within this reservoir is described
asapiston flow. Thetotal quantity ofadded material instock will bedepleted after
aprecipitation volume which equals thereservoir volume. Thestore ofmaterialsin
this artificial reservoir is evaluated each time interval by means of book keeping.
Whenthefront ofthepiston flow breaksthrough atthebottomofthereservoir within
acertain time interval, theaverage input concentration tothefirst soil compartment
iscalculated asatimeweighted averageofold andnewconcentrations inthe surface
reservoir. The release rate can be manipulated by the choice of an appropriate
thickness Zsurfof the reservoir. Therelease fraction within atime increment after a
rain shower is calculated according to:

if* = St^L
M

(i4)

Zsurf

where:
M:
quantity of material added tothe surface reservoir (kgm 2)
MAt: quantity of material released from the reservoir tothefirst layer (kgm2)
Zsurf: depth of surface reservoir (m)
qpAt: cumulative rainfall volume since the addition of material (m)
The remaining store ofnutrients notyetreleased isevaluated each time intervalby
meansofbookkeeping.Thetotalquantityofmanurematerialinstockwillbe depleted
after a precipitation volume which equals thereservoir volume.
Surface runoff may occurin situations where theprecipitation intensity exceedsthe
infiltration rate ofthe soilandinsituations where theprecipitation excesscausesthe
groundwater level to rise above the soil surface. In both cases the overland flow
transports solutestothe surface waterthat originates from oneofthethree following
pathways: direct precipitation, overland flow and interflow.
Diffusion anddispersion of solutes from thesoil totherunoff water has been taken
intoaccount,bysupposing apartofthesurface runoff flowing through thefirst model
compartment. This maybeof special importance in situations where asubstanceis
added to the top to the soil and the substance will only enter the soil with a
precipitation excess that follows theapplication time.During such events therunoff
water may contain high doses of thesubstance applied.
Therunoff soluteflux asdetermined byahydrological modelissubdivided into three
fractions. Theload on surface water equals thesumof three different fluxes:
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where:
y;Co'
Cj-.

runoff solute flux (kg m 2 d"1)
runoff water flux (m3 m2 d])
solute concentration inthe upper soil layer (kg m"3)
solute concentration inthe surface reservoir (kg m 3 )
solute concentration inrain water (kg m 3 )
fraction ofthe runoff that passes the surface reservoir(-)
fraction ofthe runoff that passes the first model compartment(-)

The solute transport to surface water systems described by surface runoff sub-model
is illustrated inFigure8.
Precipitation

-g&-

1r(1-lQ-IJ'p

Surface reservoir
»

£*m»iii

Ir'oco

First soil layer

»£>*•.

Qr'1'1

Fig. 8 Schemalization ofsurface water contamination bysurface runoff
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2.2 Mass conservation andtransport equation (CTE)

2.2.1 General equations
Amathematical description oftransportprocesses inasoilsystemmust obey thelaw
of conservation ofmatter and energy. For asubstance inasoil system this law can
be written in words:
accumulation =inflow- outflow - sinks - sources

(1°)

Accumulation isthestorage change ofasubstance and can take place inthe liquid
phase aswell asinthesolid phase. Inflow andoutflow ofasubstance occurs asa
soluteflux across the boundaries ofthe system. The general formulation ofthemass
conservation andtransport equation reads as follows:

dt

p

dz

d

where:
c*:
mass concentration ofa substance inthesoil (kgm 3 )
Js:
vertical solute flux (kgm"2d"1)
Rp:
source term forproduction (kg m"3d"1)
Rd:
sink term for decomposition (kgm 3 d"1)
Ru:
sink term for crop uptake (kgm 3 d"1)
Rx:
sink term for lateral outflow orinfiltration (kgm3d"1)
Themassconcentration ofasubstance inasoil system equalsthesumofthe concentrations present intheliquid phase and inthesolid phases:
c* = Qc + 9dXe

+

pdXa

+ PdXp

(18)

where:
8:
volume moisture fraction (m3 m3)
c:
mass concentration intheliquid phase (kgm 3 )
dry bulk density (kgm 3 )
content sorbed tothesolid phase inequilibrium with c(kg kg"1)
Xe
content ofnon-equilibrium sorption phase (kgkg ')
Xn
content of the substance involved inprecipitation reaction (kgkg"1)
Xn
The solute flux through thesoil system isthesum ofaconvective flux and a flux
caused bymolecular diffusion anddispersional mixing:
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J = qc 0D

°

(19)

• <*i

where:
q:
vertical water flux (m 3 m 2 d"1)
Ddd:
apparent dispersion coefficient (m2 d ') which is the sum of the coefficients
for dispersion and diffusion of a solute in the liquid phase (Ddd =Ddis + Ddjf).
By combining the continuity equation and the flux density equation ageneral convection-dispersion equation (CD-equation) is obtained:
d(Qc)
— L+Pj
dt

dXe
dXn
dX
1+
-+P*
PA
d
d
d
dt
dt
dt

=

g
gc
(QC-QDjA
)+Rn~R^~R,j~Rr
dz
dddz>
p d u

(

( m

'

x

From this equation the concentration chas to be found. Due to the second order partial
differential there are only a few analytical solutions available for a limited set of
boundary conditions. Therefore this type of CD-equations is mostly solved by
numerical approximation methods such asfinite differences. The CD-equation is then
rewritten as an equation with differences instead of partial differentials. A numerical
solution scheme (explicit/implicit) isused to solve sets of (linear) difference equations.
Examples of models that use this approach are LEACHM (Wagenet and Hutson, 1992),
DAISY (Hansen et ai, 1990), WAVE (Vanclooster et al, 1994). The numerical
approximations preferably use a solution scheme which eliminates or minimizes the
numerical dispersion and then reintroduce a physical dispersion.
The ANIMO model utilizes a semi-analytical solution of the CD-equation. The semianalytical approach is well known in modelling point sources of groundwater
contamination (Davis and Salama, 1994)and modelling pollutant transport in surface
water systems (Todini, 1996).

2.2.2 Relations between CTE's of dissolved substances
The ANIMO-model distinguishes five leaching substances: three soluble nitrogen
substances (nitrate-N, ammonium-N, dissolved organic-N) andtwo soluble phosphorus
substances (mineral-P and dissolved organic-P). The concentration of each of these
soluble species is solved using the general mass conservation and transport equation
(CTE) for each timestep (Table 1 and Table 2).
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Table 1 Conservation

and transport equations governing the leaching of nitrogen

Conservation

Substance
Dissolved
organic
nitrogen:

dQc

Ammonium:

"®CNH4

dt

"^e,NH4

-*9d

dt

Substance
Dissolved
organic
phosphorus:

Dissolved
mineral
phosphorus:

dJsJ^H4

R

Decom- Production
position

R
4-R
'"• d,ON """^p.ON

R

T

x,NH4

~lX u,NH4

R

'

n

A.R

dJ/H4

g_

R

R

R

P,NH4

Vertical
transport

Lateral
outflow

-i-R

u,N03 'A dJV03

" x,N03

and transport equations governing the leaching of phosphorus

Conservation

+ n

dz

dJs,N03

dt

Crop
uptake

-R x.ON

dz

96c,

Table 2 Conservation

Lateral
outflow

dJ

ON

dt

Nitrate:

Vertical
transport

compounds

Crop
uptake

x,N03

compounds

Decom- Production
position

dJ
dt

dX e,P04

dec„
dt
dX

' " d,OP

dz

•+pd

n,P04

'" dt
,

dJs,P04
dz

D
"

p

x,P04

_/l

u,P04

'

K

*p,OP

d,P04™p,P04

dX

^-^T^-dT

Since many of the processes of the carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus cycle are
interrelated itisimportanttouseanappropriatecomputation scheme.Thecalculation
sequencetosolvetheCTEwithineachtimestepfor allsoluble substancesisindicated
in Figure 9. From this figure it can be seen that each solution of the CTE implies
leaching of a soluble substance.
TheCTEisfirst solvedforthedissolved organicsubstances.Decomposition oforganic
matter results in mineralization of ammonium (Fig.9, left). The decomposition of
ammonium resulting from thenext solution oftheCTEiscausedbynitrification and
produces nitrate. Solving the CTE for nitrate results in denitrification and the
production of the nitrogen gas N2. For phosphorus (Fig. 9, right) the sequence is
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analogous: firstly computing of organic-P rates, and secondly simulation of
conservation and transport of the mineral -P components.

1 S| :CTE
Dissolvedorganic
nitrogen

Mineralization

2nd : CTE
Ammonium

1 S| :CTE
Dissolvedorganic
phosphorus

othersinks

—•

Mineralization

2nd : CTE
Mineral
phosphorus

Nitrification

3*:CTE
Nitrate

T

Denitrification

Fig. 9 Calculation sequence to solve the CTE of the dissolved nitrogen (a) and phosphorus (b)
substances.

2.2.3 Numerical approach
Water balance
The spatial differential terms in Eq. 20 are developed as finite increments. The soil
layers with thickness Azare assumed to exhibit a uniform substance concentration
within the layer and to be perfectly mixed over the entire thickness. The incoming
flux qt_w, theoutgoing flux qi+,/2andthelateral transpiration flux qlrarecalculated from
a waterbalance model. Thetranspiration flux qtrhas been related to the transpiration
rate ulr (d 1 ) as follows:
Z+Az

% = ƒ Utr &

(21)

A schematization of the fluxes has been depicted in Figure 10.
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C

fli-1/2

0

Az

i-1

qdrc

qi+ 1/2
Fig. iO Schematization of water and solute flows (q^/fi^, = inflow; qi+iAc = outflow; a qtfi = plant
uptake; qdrc = outflow to drains; Qc= dissolved amount) in a perfectly mixed soil layer

The concentration in the inflowing water is defined as c,.;, so the chemical's influx
is calculated as qiJA c,.y.The solute outflux consist of theplant uptake stream o qtrc
and the flux to downstream layers qi+l/2 c. The value of ci_, isdetermined as the time
averaged concentration in the adjacent upstream soil layer. Since the water volume
is completely mixed, thechemical's concentration in theoutflowing water equalsthe
concentration within the layer.
When appropriate layer thicknesses are chosen, the mathematical dispersion can be
used to simulate natural dispersion. Thejustification of this assumption is given by
thenumerical analysispresentedinParagraph 2.2.4.Theanalysishasbeen performed
under steady state hydrological conditions and assumed zero decomposition en
transformation rates.
Conservation in aqueousphase and equilibrium sorption
Sincetheincoming andoutgoing fluxes areconstant with timeduring atime interval,
the soilmoisturecontent varieslinearwithtimeaccording to:0(f) =0(f0) +<p t,where
Q(t0) isthemoisture fraction atthebeginning of the timestep t0and (p is the moisture
change with time. This variable is calculated from data supplied by hydrological
models. The rate of change of the amount within the aqueous phase:
ddc
dt

( 0 ( g+<pO

dc
dt

(22)

<pc

The expression oftheequilibrium sorption can beincorporated intothe conservation
equation by elaborating the differential quotient dXJdt:
dX„

dX„

dt

dc

fie
dt

é)r
dt

where KJc) is the differential sorption coefficient. The differential adsorption
coefficient is approximated by the average value KJc). This value is assessed by
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(23)

calculating the slope of the chord of the adsorption isotherm:
d

c(t) - c(g{ vdc

c(o-c(g

Although AT/c)is a function of the concentration, its average value is considered to
be constant during the timestep.
Vertical transport
The second order partial differential equation is simplified to a first order equation
by eliminating the dispersion/diffusion term. The remaining first order differential
equation can be solved analytically. Diffusion/dispersion is then introduced by
choosing anappropriatevalueoftheverticalcompartmentthickness.Justification for
this approach is the fact that measured values for diffusion/dispersion under field
conditions are difficult to assess. The transport term is approximated by:

^
dz

d(__ _
dz\

dc\_q*ie
-Hc
_1
i-l
dz)
Az '
Az_
A

(25)
i

where qiV2and qi+,/2 are the inflowing resp. the outflowing waterfluxes and cM is the
concentration ofadjacent upstream soil layer. Theimplications ofthese assumptions
with respect tothe mathematical dispersion and numerical stability are discussed in
Paragraph 2.2.4.
Sinks and sources
All decomposition processes such as the transformation of organic compounds and
the nitrification of ammonium have been described by first order rate kinetics. The
liquid concentration orthe solidcontents ofthe substances itself are therate limiting
factors of these processes. An exception has been made for the decomposition of
nitrate by denitrification (see Par. 2.4.5). The general formulation reads:
Rd =k, 0. c.

(26)

wherek,isthefirst orderratecoefficient ofthedecomposition processes.Cropuptake
ofnutrientsisdescribedproportional totheliquidconcentration ofthesoilwaterphase
and the transpiration flux q,rtowards plant roots. A multiplication factor has been
introduced to account for preferential uptake when the nutrient availability is not
sufficient to fulfill the crop requirement by passive uptake with the water flow. The
general equation reads:
R=o3a-Ci
Az '

(27)

where a is the selectivity factor to account for specific deficit or surplus situations.
The assessment of this parameters is given for nitrogen in Paragraph 2.4.3. and for
phosphorus in Paragraph 2.5.3.
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Sources aredescribed aszero-orderterms.Inthecarboncycle,formation of dissolved
organic carbon from the solubilization offresh organic matter and the formation of
the humus/biomass pool isdescribed by zero-order kinetics. These processes have
alsobeen describedinthenitrogen andphosphoruscycle.Theformation ofammonium
and mineral phosphate is considered asazero-order process when oneconsiders the
ammonium and the mineral phosphate balance respectively. Looking in detail tothe
nitrate balance, the formation ofnitrate through nitrification has been describedas
a zero-order term.
Numerical expressionsforthe CTE
The conservation equation canbe developed asfollows when theexpressions for the
averagedifferential sorption coefficient andthefirst orderratesorptionaresubstituted:
_ dc.
^i--Ci-l #i+oo_
{eOO+cpf+pXJ—'- =— î
—lci--ÏZcl-k.Qci+lL -(pc,.
Vd d
VQJ
V
' dt
Az
Az l Az ' 1 ' p
'

r><n

U8;

When precipitated chemicals are absent at lowconcentration levels the conservation
equation given inEq. 28 can be rewritten as follows:
^

*—=c,

+

dt

+

-

e(g+<p' P d K d

*—=-

(29)

ecg+<pr+p d K d

where:
A =

^ l + ^E+klB
Az
Az

B =— î

+ 9

(30)

(31)

+R
Az

"

The moisture fraction 0inthe decomposition rate term ofEq. 28 isapproximated
by the average moisture content 8.The general solution tothisdifferential equation
reads:
ct{t) = ^ ( O c ^ o ) + S 2 « B

(32)

Thetimeaveragedconcentration ccanbedeterminedbyintegration ofEq.32between
t =t0and t=t,and dividing by the length ofthe time step:

c, =Ci(0c,(<b) + W 0 *
The functions ^(t), ^ 2 (0. d(t) and Ç2(t) are defined inAnnex2.
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(33)

2.2.4 Numerical analysis
Numerical dispersion
The dispersion term of Eq. 25 comprises the physical (apparent) dispersion which
occurs as aresult of anumber of natural processes. In some model approaches these
natural processes are defined as the sum of molecular diffusion and dispersional
mixing. The numerical approach in the ANlMO-modelassumes that dispersion is the
dominating process and diffusion is ignored.
The natural dispersion term resulting from physical processes in Eq. 25 is replaced
byadispersion term whichaccountsforthemathematical dispersion.Neglecting sink
and source terms and focusing on the concentration in the liquid phase results in the
following equation:

ÊS.= -1 & + D &?_
dt
6 dz
"dz2

(34)

where Dn is the numerical dispersion coefficient. When Dn equals Ddd, the equation
gives a good approximation of the convective and dispersive processes as has been
described by Eq. 25. The convection / dispersion equation is solved by means of a
pseudo-analytical method given by Groenendijk inprep. The computation scheme
yields the following sources of numerical dispersion:
- as a result of spatial discretization;
- asaresultoftemporal discretization andtheassumption oftimeaveraged constant
concentration values within a time interval.
Groenendijk inprep, showsthatnumericaldispersion resultingfrom the computation
algorithm can be quantified under restricted circumstances. An expression for the
numerical dispersion coefficient Dn is derived, allowing manipulation of model
variables such as time interval and layer thickness to achieve agreement between
physical and numerical dispersion.
In this analysis, steady state soil moisture flow conditions are assumed and the soil
profile isschematizedtolayerswithequalthickness.Thespatialtermdzis discretised
to finite increments with thickness Az. This results in a schematization of the
convective transport into a flow through a series of perfectly mixed soil layers. In
first instance, the dispersion term of Eq. 25 is ignored since computation algorithm
introduces anumerical dispersion, which is utilized to describe physical dispersion.
Both concentrations in the liquid phase of layer iand of adjacent upstream layer i-l
arefunctions oftime.Thistimefunction cM(f) isreplaced by thetime averaged concentration intheinflowing soilwaterfrom anupstream layertofacilitate the solution
of the differential equation. This results in the differential equation for layeri:

^ =- 2 - c , , - -1-cit)
dt
6Az '_1 6Az«

(35)
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whereAzisthelayerthickness and the subscripts iand i-l denote the layer numbers.
Theaveraged concentration isdetermined by calculating theintegral anddividing by
the length of the time interval considered:

C

' M = Tt ƒ

(36)

H W *

The introduction ofthetime averaged constant value obeys tothemass conservation
law. Subject totheinitial condition c,=c,(70)at t=t0, the solution tothis differential
equation reads:
-S-bt

6A

ct =cfije

<

+

--2-Af

c

w

(l-e

eAz

)

(7.7)

{à,)

AtsmallvaluesofAi,theresultingconcentration c,willbedetermined nearly complete
by the initial value of the concentration. At large values of At, the resulting
concentration will approach the value of the forcing function c,.;. This solution can
be considered as a combination of an explicit and an implicit numerical solution to
afinite difference computationscheme.Themeasureofdependency oftheinitialvalue
and the value of the forcing function is determined by the exponential function
exp(-gA?/6Az) .
The residence time of the soil moisture in the layer considered can be defined as:

t =i ^
res

(38)

„

The term At(ql{QAz)) is a dimensionless constant and expresses the number of pore
water refreshments within atime increment. The product of the pore water velocity
and the layer thickness qA/Q can be replaced by:
1 Az = - ^
e
t res

(39)

After some laborious algebraic manipulations, theresulting expression of numerical
dispersion coefficient reads:
/

*~

D = i ^
t
res

Ar

-*£

\l-e

1

\t

- 1(1+-^)
2

t,

(40)

res

Forcomparison, therelation betweennumerical dispersion andnumberofpore water
refreshments havebeengivenforthecascademodel TRADE(RoestandRijtema, 1983)
and the 'Mixing Cell' model based on a finite difference approximation of the convection/dispersion equation (VanOmmen, 1985).Thenumericaldispersion coefficient
in both mentioned models:
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(41)

Cascade model : D. =$-— = ~ ^ 2 f..
0 2

MixingCellmodel: Dn =« (- ^ - 1 * ! ) = 1 I * £ (1 - *£)

(42)

Thenumerical dispersioncoefficient canbemultiplied by trJ(Az)z toobtain adimensionless entity. This variable is given as a function of the number of pore water refreshments in Figure 11.
D„T/(AZ)

0.5
-thisstudy

1

-e-'MixingCell'

1.5

2

At/T
-*- Cascademodel

Fig. 11 Dimensionless numerical dispersion as afunction of the number ofpore water refreshments

The following conclusions may be drawn from this figure:
- Numerical dispersion canbeused tosimulatephysical dispersion by manipulating
the layer thickness when At and tres have been chosen.
- Thenumerical dispersion derived inthisstudy approximates thenumerical dispersionintheCascademodelatsmalltimeincrements.Thecharacteristic length which
is used to quantify dispersion equals Az/2 at At/tres —> 0.
- Thenumerical dispersion inthis study isalwayslarger thaninthe Cascade model,
when equal thicknesses have been chosen in both models.
- Plug flow (Dmd2c/dz2 = 0) can not be simulated by the model presented in this
study.Neithercanplugflow besimulated bytheCascademodel,butintheMixing
Cell model zero dispersion can be simulated by choosing the time step equal to
the residence time.

Stability of the mathematical solution
One of the most well-known procedures for stability estimation of finite difference
approachesistheVonNeumann-method.Themethodassumesthepropagation oferror
Ettobe described by thecomputation rules for calculation the concentration Cj.The
error Et in the concentration can be replaced by the expression:
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E. = e Y e' p ô A z

(43)

where:
0:
the amplification factor
ß:
frequency of the error
y:
number of the time step since the beginning of the simulation
5:
layer number.
The imaginary number i is defined as i2=-\. Substitution of this expression in the
discretisized form of the conservation and transport equation (Eq. 35) and further
elaboration yields the following expression for 0 :
-SèL

0 =e

(44)

eAz

Themathematical solution is stablewhen thefollowing condition hasbeen satisfied:

|e| * i

(45)

When the ratio (qAt)/(QAz) is greater than zero, the amplification factor 0 is always
less than one.It can be concluded that as long asthe computation order proceeds in
the flow direction the mathematical solution presented inthis study is always stable.
This condition is always met in the ANIMO model.

2.3 Organic cycle
Organic matter pools
Leachingofdissolvedorganicmatterresultsfrom additionsanddissolution processes
in the carbon cycle (Fig. 1.2). Four organic substances are distinguished:
- Freshorganicmatter: Thismaterial consistsmainly ofrootand othercrop residues
after harvesting and of the organic parts of manure.These arematerials that come
available at clearly defined points in time. Fresh organic matter is divided into
fractions (l-nf) characterised by afirst order decomposition rate and aC-, N-and
P-content.
- Root exudates:These are organic products excreted by living roots and dead root
cellsdiscarded byplants.Theseproducts areaddedtothesoilcontinuously aslong
as living roots are present.
- Dissolved organic matter: This soluble material is produced, because part of the
fresh organic matter passes the stage of solubilization.
- Humus,soilorganicmatterorlivingbiomass.Thismaterialconsistsofdeadorganic
soilmaterialandofthelivingbiomass.Thismaterialisformed from rootexudates,
dissolved organic matter and from part of the fresh organic material.
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Fig. 12 Relational diagram of the organic matter cycle described in theANMO-model

Decomposition of fresh organic materials results in dissimilation of organic carbon,
solubilization and transformation to the humus/biomass pool. Decomposition of
dissolved organic compounds results in dissimilation and transformation to the
humus/biomass pool. The humus/biomass pool decomposes to a residual fraction,
accompanied bypartial dissimilation oftheseresidues.Thisresidualmaterialhasbeen
lumped withthehumus/biomasspool, soonlynett dissimilation ofthispoolhas been
taken into consideration.
Characterization offresh organic materials
The fresh organic materials can be applied to the soil system and can optionally be
mixed with thepresent organic materials in one or more top layers. These materials
can vary strongly in quality. Each kind of material is considered to exist of one or
more fractions with each fraction with its own decomposition rate and nitrogen and
phosphorus contents. The model requires a definition of the organic and mineral
(anorganic)fractions oftheintroduced materials.Thedecomposition ofeach fraction
is assumed tofollow first orderratekinetics. In theANIMO model, afixed number of
possible materials consisting of a fixed number classes have to be defined by the
model user. This allows the mathematical simulation of empirical decomposition
curves as given by Kolenbrander (1969) or Janssen (1986). When appropriate
parameter sets are chosen for combination of class-fractions and first order rate
constants of a certain organic material, the ANIMO concept is able to reproduce
equivalentrelationstotheseempiricalapproaches.IntheANIMOmodel, decomposition
of fresh organic materials is described by:
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(46)
where:
OM/nfïj:
Ji.pi-

organic part of the i* type material (kg m"3)
quantity organic material attributed to the/« 4 class (kg m"3)
fraction of thefnth class as a part of the Ith material (-)
first order decomposition rate constant of thefnth class material (dA)

When one wants to derive a parameter set for a certain material on the basis of an
empirical relation, it should bekept inmind that most of these relations describe the
overalldecay.Thecapabilities oftheANlMO-concepttoreproducethe Janssen-relation
is illustrated in Figure 13.
Residualfraction (-)

o

Fraction1
Fraction2
DOC
Humus-biomass
Summedfractions
Janssen-model(a=2yr)

Fig. 13 Simulation of the Janssen decay relation by an appropriate choice of parameters in the
ANIMO model

When acertain quantity of organic material hasbeenintroduced intothesoil system,
only the quantities per class have to be simulated, because the schematization of
organic materials into certain defined classes follows a linear approach.
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2.3.1 Additions to the soil system
Fresh organic matter
Fresh organic materials and dissolved organic matter are applied as instantaneous
pulse-type doses. The organic part of the applied substance is divided over fresh
organic matter and dissolved organic matter.
The amount of fresh organic matter at the start of the time step is calculated by
summarizing the initial quantity and the applied dose (Fig. 12, relation 1):
<47)

OM^t+x) = OM^f) * <fiJh-fo ^

where:
OMfJtt+i):
volumic mass of organic matter classfn after addition (kg m"3)
OMplt):
volumic mass of organic matter classfn before addition (kg m"3)
fifn:
fraction of theƒ«* class as a part of material applied (-)
fifilL:
liquid fraction of thefnth class as a part of material applied (-)
f°\
organic fraction of the applied material (-)
M;.
areic mass of applied material (kg m2)
T:
infinite small time increment (d)
Residual root materials of arable crops are applied to the soil layers of the root zone
at the end of the growing season. During the growing season, the growth and
maintenance of the root system produces dead root cells and hair roots. These
materials are defined as root exudates which are described by a separate pool. The
ANIMOmodel comprises a sub-model for dry matter production and nutrient uptake
ofgrassland. Inthis sub-model grassroots diecontinuously throughoutthe year.These
dead grass roots are added to the soil system as one of the defined fresh organic
materials during each simulation time step.These dead grass roots are distributed in
the rootzone linearly decreasing with depth.
Dissolved organic matter
The impact of fertilization or other additions on liquid concentration of dissolved
organic matter is calculated according to (Fig. 12, relation 2):

ccfi^)
where:
c0M(t+x):
c
oM,(t):
nf.

"f

M

JH=1

B Az

- cOM(t)+ £ £Jf-S.

(48)

concentration dissolved organic matter after addition (kg m3)
concentration dissolved organic matter before fertilization (kg m"3)
number of organic matter classes (-)

Root residues
The process roots dying for grassland is described by adynamic submodel (see Par.
2.4.3). Root material died during the previous timestep is added to the root zone at
thebeginning of the current timestep. Dead roots areconsidered asacomposition of
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two classes of fresh organic material. The first class has ahigh nutrient content and
thesecond ischaracterized by lownutrient fractions. Thedeadroots aredivided over
these two materials subject to the condition that the nutrient content of the mixture
isionaccordancewiththenutrientfraction calculatedbythedynamic submodel. Since
thedeathratehasbeenmodelledproprotional totherootmass,information isavailable
todistribute thematerials withdepth.Grazing losses andharvest lossesof grassshoots
are treated in a similar way, but are added to the top layer only.
Dry matter production of arable crops is defined as input to the model. No specific
nutrientbalancesofrootsorshootshavebeenformulated. By-products ofrootgrowth
are described as root exudates (see Par. 2.3.2) with fixed nitrogen and phosphorus
contents. At harvest, the root material is added to the root zone as a fresh organic
material.Thenutrient contents arecalculated from therealized drymatterproduction
andthe cumulative nutrient uptake.Theaddition ofdeadroots and dead over-ground
partsaretreatedinasimilarway asgrassroots.They areconsidered asacomposition
oftwoclasses organicmaterial andthedivision overthesematerialsiscalculated from
thedefined nutrientfractions andthe actual nitrogen fractions of theremaining plant
parts.

2.3.2 Transformations
Organicsubstancescanbetransformed from onespeciesintoanotherwith production
as a source and decomposition as a sink term in the general mass conservation and
transport equation. These terms will be given for the four organic substances: fresh
organic matter, dissolved organic matter, humus/biomass and exudates.
Fresh organic matter
Theintroduction offresh organicmatteroccursbyadditionsofmanure,rootmaterials,
grazing and harvest losses and any other organic materials defined in theinput files.
Decomposition of fresh organic matter into humus (Fig. 12,relation 3) is described
by first order kinetics:

v ™ = -—jf= f»k* p*OM*

m

where:
fh:
fraction of fresh organic matter which is not subject to solubilization (-)
kfn: first order rate constant of organic classfn (d 1 )
pd:
dry bulk density (kg m"3)
Transformation into dissolved organic matter (Fig. 12, relation 4) is described:
V « «

dOM.
= - —j*
= <* -A> kfn PaOMj,

where:
(l-fh): fraction fresh organic matter which is subject to solubilization (-)
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,_m
(50)

Dissolved organic matter
Formation of dissolved organic matter (Fig. 12, relation 4) results from the
decomposition of the different fresh organic matter classes and is formulated as:
dQcnu

1

r

Ä

(51)

Decomposition ofdissolved organic matter (Fig. 12,relation 5)isdescribed asa first
order process:
R
R

=_

dQc

ov

dfiOC

j.

= k 0K cD
s

C

OM

(52)V

'

where:
ks:
first order rate constant for decomposition of dissolved organic matter (d ')
cOM: concentration of dissolved organic matter (kg m3)
Exudates
Production of exudates (Fig. 12,relation 6) isconsidered for arable crops only. The
ANIMO model contains a sub-model for grassland which simulates dry matter
production of shoots and roots as well as the death rate of roots. For arable crops,
the exudateproduction hasbeenformulated proportionally totherootmass increase.
The root growth characteristic hasto be defined asmodel input and from these data,
themodel calculatestheincrease ofrootmassduring thesimulation timestep. Within
the simulation timestep, the root growth is assumed constant. Onthe basis of scarce
literature dataBerghuijs-van Dijk etal.,(1985)derived anexudateproduction of 41%
of the gross dry matter production of roots. Hence, it follows:
RMX=*™=
pM
dt

0.41 ^ " ^
At

(53)

Decomposition ofexudatesintohumus (Fig. 12, relation 7)isdescribed asafirst order
process:
dJZX

df

ex

where kex(d ') is the first order rate constant for decomposition of exudates.
Humus/biomass
Production ofhumus/biomassresultsfrom thedecomposition offresh organic matter,
dissolved organicmatter,exudatesandaninternalturnoverofhumus.Theassimilation
process isaccompanied by adissimilation whichrequiresmost oftheorganic material
for energy supply of the living biomass. The assimilation ratio a is taken constant
for all organic matter pools. Up toANIMOversion 3.5, no distinction has been made
between the assimilation ratios of the different fresh organic classes, exudates,
dissolved organic matter and humus/biomass.
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Production ofhumus/biomassasaresultofthedecomposition offresh organicmatter
(Fig. 12, relation 3) is given by the following equation:
:

R

OM

P,OMU = ^-=U« Lh

f»dt

(55)

Production of humus/biomass as aresult of the decomposition of dissolved organic
matter (Fig. 12, relation 5):
t0*M

RpßOCHV = ^ - =

a

\

t

ƒ

k

S

6 C

0U *

(56)

Production of humus/biomass as aresults from the decomposition of exudates (Fig.
12, relation 7):

= a k« EX

V™= ^

W

In the ANIMO model, no separate production of humus/biomass as a result of
humus/biomass turnover has been formulated explicitly, because the residual
humus/biomass material hasbeen lumped with thetotalhumus/biomass pooland the
rateconstanthasbeenformulated forthenettdecomposition.Thegross decomposition
rate and the formation rate of humus biomass can be written as:
dHU
dt äecanv
dHU\
dt

Ibm

1

K.BU

1" «

a
l a

~

(5g)

K.™

The nett decomposition rate:
Xw'-t-BU

2.3.3 Transport of organic substances
Inflow and outflow ofdissolved organic matter in amodel compartment is described
bytheconservation andtransportequation.Themathematical solution ofthisequation
includes vertical mass transport in upward or downward direction (Fig. 12,relation
9).
Lateral mass transport towards surface water systems is formulated as a sink term:
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(59)

R

-

d Qc

( )

- k

(60)

d COM

where kdis the drainage rate (m3 m3d"1). The drainage rate is given by the results
ofthe waterbalance simulations.Ifthelateral waterflux isnegative (infiltration) the
sink term turns into a source term.

2.4 Nitrogen cycle
Leaching ofthedissolved organicnitrogen substances,nitrateandammonium causes
contamination ofgroundwaterandsurface watersystems.Sincethenitrogenbehaviour
in soil is closely related to the organic matter transformations, organic nitrogen
processes are described analogous to the carbon cycle (Fig. 12).

N-cycle

leaching

Fig. 14 Relational diagram of the nitrogen cycle described in the ANiMO-model

2.4.1 Ammonium sorption
Ammonium may beadsorbed tothesoilcomplex, consisting ofthenegative surfaces
of clay particles and humic compounds. The sorption process (Fig. 14,relation 16)
results in an equilibrium between ammonium in liquid and sorbed phase, an
equilibrium which is described by a linear sorption isotherm:
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%eW4 ~ Ke<NH4 Cm4

(61)

where:
XeNH4:
sorbed ammonium content (kg kg ')
KdNH4:
adsorption or partitioning coefficient (m 3 kg"1)
Hoeks et al, (1979) showed the influence of the clay content on the adsorption affinity
of ammonium. Exploring the theory of cation exchange inmulti-component systems,
a relation can be derived between the linear adsorption coefficient and the Cation
Exchange Capacity (CEC). The Gapon equation for NH4+ . Ca 2+ exchange:
(NH4)

r

KG

y

NH4
T
Ca

(62)

2+

V (Ca )

where:

ar
ammonium; calcium complex occupation (meq per 100 g)
molar concentrations of ammonium and calcium (mol l"1)
KG:
Gapon exchange coefficient.
Assuming constant levels of TCa and {Ca2*), the Gapon equation describes the linear
sorption of ammonium, where the linear sorption coefficient KeNH4 is related to the
Gapon coefficient according to:
:

1NH4' Ica
(NH4+)\ (Ca2+):

KeW4 = 1 0 " 5 KG — ^ ~
\/ (Ca 2 + )

(o)

Values of the Gapon coefficient are reported by e.g. Bruggenwert and Kamphorst
(1982) and Appelo (1988). From their data, a value of 0.5 (range: 0.3-0.7) was found
as a good approximation. In most soils having favourable pH-values for agricultural
production, calcium occupies the greatest part of the exchange complex (50 à 90%).
The ammonium concentrations only changes this occupation to a slight extent.
KeM4 = 1 0 " 5 Kn —

fCaCEC

fiCa^j

(64)

Where fCa is the calcium fraction of the total adsorbed cationic composition. The
fraction shows a range from 0.5 to 0.9 and is highly dependent on pH. Inserting a
CEC-value of 5 meq per 100 g, a calcium occupation fraction of 0.7 and a calcium
concentration of 3 mmol l"1 yields a Ä ^ ^ - v a l u e of 3-10 4 m3 kg"1. When only data
on CEC-values are available, the relation KeNH4 = 6 1 0 5 CEC can be used as a first
estimation.
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2.4.2 Fertilization, volatilization and tillage

Fresh organic matter-nitrogen
Fertilization hasbeen described as apulse-wise addition of materials with a defined
composition. The quantity of organic nitrogen after the introduction of a certain
organic material (e.g.manure application) iscalculated by summarizing the quantity
before the addition and the applied dose (Fig. 14, relation 1):

O i y r + T ) =ONfr{t) + fNJh (fiJh-fa ÛJfi

where:
ONfJt+x):
ONfn(t):
fNfn:

<65)

volumic mass of organic nitrogen after application (kg m"3)
volumic mass of organic nitrogen before application (kg m"3)
nitrogen content of organic matter classfn (-)

Dissolved organic nitrogen
The concentration of dissolved organic nitrogen is calculated according to (Fig. 14,
relation 2):

'afi+V= W ) + £ fn*Aki r r
where:
c0N(t+T):
c0N(t):

(66)

dissolved organic nitrogen concentration after addition (kg m"3)
dissolved organic nitrogen concentration before addition (kg m3)

Mineral nitrogen
Similar to the addition of dissolved organic nitrogen, the mineral compounds can be
added to the soil system pulse-wise. Thenitrate content after an addition reads (Fig.
14, relation 13):

6cm3(t+.)

- QcN03(t) + fJSyPi

(67)

Az

where:
cN03(t+x):
nitrate concentration after addition (kg m 3 N)
c
N03(t):
nitrate concentration before addition (kg m"3 N)
fN03,:
nitrate-N content of the applied material i (kg kg ')
Ammonium volatilization isassumedto occurmomentaneously atthetimeofa slurry
addition and isdefined byafraction ofthe ammonium input by animal manure. This
fraction must be specified for each addition by the user in the model input. The
ammonium content after an addition reads (Fig. 14, relation 13):
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(6 + pdKd)cmß^)

= (0 + PdKd)cmß)

+ (!-ƒ„,.)

fNH4.iMi

(68)

ammonium concentration after addition (kg m"3 N)
ammonium concentration before addition (kg m 3 N )
ammonium-N content of the applied material /(kg kg"1)
ammonium volatilization fraction of material z(-)

cNH4(t+x):
c
Nm(t)'fNH4,:
ƒ„_,-:

2.4.3 Crop uptake

Nitrogen uptake by grassland
Nutrient uptake by plant roots Ru is described following atwo-compartment model:
a soilcompartment and aplant compartment. This conceptaccounts for the transport
ofnutrientsfrom therootsystemtotheshoots.Thenitrateconcentration inthe shoots
liquid fraction can be considered as the internal concentration of the plant. Plant
uptake is calculated by balancing the demand of the crop and the supply by the soil.
Nutrient availability of grassland soils
Thecalculationmethod ofsupplypotentialisbased ontheassumptionthattotaluptake
is determined by the sum of convective flow and diffusive flow.
(69)

V =K,+ *M

where the subscripts c and d denote the convective resp. diffusive transport. The
uptake due to convective wateruptake of resp. nitrate and ammonium by roots is
computed by:

(70)

R =3*. c
UtC
Az N°3
Kr = (1v + —KpNH.)
«,c

a

where:
qtr :
Az :
Kd :
c N03 and cNH4:

— CN„.

eJiH4'

A_

NH4

transpiration flux in a layer (md"1)
thickness of the layer (m)
linear adsorption coefficient of ammonium (m3 kg"1)
average soil moisture concentration of nitrate and
ammonium ( j\c(z,t)dtdz I AzAt )
(kg m"3)

The diffusive nitrate uptake is determined by:
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(71)

C

ATOJ

JNjjnin
.
C
ƒ
/>/ •

R

•%*

Q,
/
gr,di/yCN03

UK

_ //^min
f

.
^pV

•'JV.s.min

where the diffusion rate isproportional toafirst order rate constant kgrdif(d ') and
the difference between the nitrate concentration insoil moisture and inplant roots.
The internal concentration in plant roots hasbeen assumed proportional to the
concentration inplant shootstheandratiobetween thenitrogen fractions inplant roots
and plant shoots.
In numerical computation schemes, the soil system is schematized to homogeneous
layers with thickness Azr Thenitrateuptake in layer iisthen determined by (Fig. 14,
relation 23):

*»•%**»• »,**«Ccm -£ c j

(73)

The ammonium uptake reads (Fig. 14, relation 22):

Theuptakeprocess hasbeen incorporated intheconservation andtransport equation
by defining the uptake parameters aN03i and cNH4i per soil layer iand redefining the
zero-production termk0NO3. When thenitrogen accumulation hasnotleadtonitrogen
contents above adefined threshold level, the uptake parameters are definedby:

°N03,i=

Az
Wp.trr1 and

1+

°*K. =O+ "J**««)

VW

=k

+

wo3,i Wgrjr-jr^

ƒ
pi ( 7 5 )

c

(76)

For situations where the nitrogen availability exceeds the requirement ofthe crop,
theammonium uptakeparameter will becutoff aswill beexplained inthe following
sub-paragraphs. The internal concentration cplofnitrate (kg m"3)iscalculated from
a relation between theconcentration andtheN-fraction intheshoots, basedon
experimental data in Ruurlo. The internal plant concentration within theplant is
assumed tobe proportional tothe nitrate fraction ofthe shoots:

cpl - J*1

1000fpkNO3

(77)

Jds

The nitrate fraction intheshoots is related tothetotal nitrogen fraction. In an
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analysis ofexperimental field dataofRuurlo,both theN0 3 -Nconcentrations (kgm"3)
and thetotalnitrogen fractions havebeen calculated as aannualaverage values, based
on 7 cuttings per field plot (Fig. 15).
10
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0.03

19B1 o b s e r v e d
— calculated

0.02
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0.035
N

0.04

0.045

0.05

0.055

-weiqht fraction
tot

?

Fig. 15 Relation between nitrate-N weight fraction and total nitrogen weightfraction in grass
shoots

ThenitrateweightfractionfplN03 isrelatedtothetotalnitrogenfractionfplNtol according
to a fitted relation:
fpWtot * ° 0 2 3
0-023 <fpkNtol * 0.04
/ plutôt
,

< 0.04

fpWX = °
fßVm = 45(fpWtot - 0.023) 2
0.06561
ƒ,
'pUi03

j

+ e(-

140

(78)

W r + 7)

The total nitrogen fraction fplNlot of the shoots is calculated according to:
ƒ.plutôt

_ U{t)

Qß)

where:
U(t):
accumulated nitrogen uptake since the last cutting (kg m"2)
QJt):
nett dry matter production of the shoots (kg m 2 )
Theassessmentofthisfraction necessitatesthesimulation of the drymatterproduction
and the nitrogen budget of the plant system.
Nutrient requirement of grassland
The demand ofthecropiscomputed by aregionalized dry matterproduction model,
assuming unconstrained nitrogen conditions. The actual daily production rate of the
shoots is given by the expression:
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(79)

Qß)
d t

Et

pot

amount of dry matter in shoots (kg m"2)
coefficient related to light absorption coefficient (-)
reference value Qsrelated to K(kg m"2)
gross photosynthesis under standard conditions (kg m"2 CH20)
real transpiration (m d ')
potential transpiration (m d"1)
coefficient related to light absorption coefficient (-)
efficiency factor (-)
shoot fraction (-)
sink function expressing the uptake by grazing (kg m2 d ')

QJt) :
K:
Qsref :
PJt) :
Etre :
Etpot :
K:
X:
fsh :
W:

For Dutch weather conditions, this equation holds within the period 10thapril - 20th
nov. Nett shoot production is assumed zero between 20th nov and 10th april. The
standard gross dry matter production PJt) is calculated from a sinusoidal wave
function which is based on empirical data of De Wit (1965):
Pß) = 0.0161 +0.0159/c/ + (0.0118 +0.0092/c,)sin(2n - ^ H ! )

(81)
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wherefcl is the cloudiness factor. The sink function for grazing W is expressed by:
W =—

—

10000 l-frJm

JVL

(82)

te

whereNlseis the average number of live stock units per hectare during the growing
season and fgrloss is the fraction of grazing losses. In most of the regional model
applications, Nlsehas been taken as a regional seasonal average value. The daily
herbage intake per cow is set at 14kg d'.cow 1 and the factor 1/10000 accounts for
the number of live stock units per m2. During spring, when the shoot production is
insufficient to allow grazing, W is set to zero. The starting date for grazing is
determined by themodel whenatreshold level of Qs =0.25kg m"2 isexceeded. When
thiscriterium has notbeen reached before 10thof May, grazing will start atthisdate.
The sward will be cut when atreshold level of 0.4 kg m 2 has been exceeded. Apart
of this yield is considered asaloss andremains atthe field (/j,aiioM). At the end of the
growing season (20thNov.),the standing swardiscutandapplied tothefirst soil layer.
Inthisregionalized approach, the swards always increase between two cuttings, due
to the low regional and seasonal mean value of live stock units.
The gross increase in dry matter due to transport of assimilates to the root system
is proportional to the gross production of shoot dry matter:
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(83)

A first order process is assumed for the dying of roots. The death rate is assumed
proportional to the actual quantity of roots. The nett increase of dry matter amount
in roots:
dQrW

1-4

fdQß)
( _^Z +

~di

AT ~dT

Trr)W) -K kMhhQr{t)

(84)

~ *'*«

wherekgrdeathisafirst orderdecay constant. Died rootsand grazing losses are applied
to the soil continuously. Harvest losses are added to the upper soil layer when a
harvest event occurs.
Limited cropproduction of grassland
The nitrogen uptake under unconstrained conditions equals the mineral nitrogen
availability:
U(tQ+ At) = I/(g

+

*N03

+

*NH4

(85)

where the mineral nitrogen availability is approximated by:
«b+A t Nr
*NO3=

Nr

ƒ T^^^i^

c

f

msß) dt -cpl f^YkgrA^i

At

<o+A ' Nr

(86)
The nitrogen requirement for plant growth is defined as the gross dry matter
production multiplied by the actual nitrogen content of shoots and roots:
n
n
U(t)
w
QJV=max(l,— - ^
)ƒ
fiumQJÜ+fNffaßW
/vrmin

W+

f dQß)
J —— +
% dt

(87)

dQ(t)

f^(-^-+kdjsrQr(t))dt

When the nitrogen demand can not be fulfilled by the potential soil supply, the
reduction of crop growth is assumed proportional to the shortage. Under optimal
conditions, the factor for nutrient limitation fNP is set to one, but when the ratio
between U(t)and the minimum accumulation level in shoots and roots (fNiSimi„ Qs(t)
+
fN,r.min QM) tends tovaluelessthan unity, the value onefor thisratio is maintained
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and crop production will bereduced bytakingfNP a value less than oneaccording
to:
ƒ

_ ^ ( 0 ~/Ar,s,mmQs(V ~/w,r,minV A V

(gg\

where AQsgr and Aß rgr arethegross quantities ofproduced shoot androot material
/^within thetime increment under unconstrained conditions. Thenumerator isan
expression for theuptake during the timestep plus the accumulated surplus from
previous timesteps.The denominator isan expression fortherequired nitrogen supply
for growth of shoots androots.
Reaction ofgrass uptake tonitrogen excess andnitrogen deficit
Thedescription giveninthissubparagraph appliestorecentdevelopments ofthemodel
later than version 3.5.Thenewformulations were implemented ontheoccasionof
the Water Reconnaissance study in 1995/1996 (Boers etal., 1997).
In situations where themineral nitrogen availability exceeds thecrop requirement,
the uptake parameter cNH4 forammonium will beadjusted onthe basis ofa defined
maximum requirement.Duetoelectro-neutrality considerations,apreference fornitrate
uptake is assumed. Themaximum uptake requirement 0.Nmax andthemean uptake
requirement £lNi„ean have been defined as:

< W =Qs«)fN^ +Qr(t)fN,^ - IKQ

Q

N^m =QJ®^ ' n u g + ^ ' m i p + Qr(t)•^•r'm" + ^ - m i n - U(Ç

(89)

(90)

Based on these defined uptake requirements andthe availability of nitrogen, the
selectivity factor for ammonium uptake is determined. If the nitrate availability
exceeds themaximum requirement, noammonium will betakenup:
*N03 > aN^

~

°NH4 = 0

< 91 >

Ifthenitrate availability islessthanthemaximumrequirement, butthesumofnitrate
availability andammonium uptake byconvective transpiration waterflow is greater
than themaximum requirement, theuptake parameter is calculated as follows:
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W

(92)

JW»

'JV r

'o

Whenthesumofnitrateavailability andammoniumuptakebyconvectivetranspiration
waterflow isless than themaximum nitrogen requirement, but greater than the mean
nitrogen requirement:
<o + A f JV r

«bi=1

e

When themeanrequirement islessthan mineral nitrogen availability,but greaterthan
the sum of nitrate availability and ammonium uptake by convective transpiration
waterflow, the preferential parameter for ammonium uptake reads:
<b+A'tfr
*JVOJ

+

ƒ E M1 + ^Kem4)

cm4.{t)dt < QN<mean < $N03 +<bm4 -

(94)

*6

In all other situations the preferential parameter aNH4 takes the maximum value as
defined inEq.77.Thenitrateuptakeparameters asdefined inEq.76arenot adjusted,
because the feed-back of nitrate-status of plant liquid to the uptake parameters has
already been taken into consideration.
Tabel 3 denotes the set of parameters which has been used for Dutch climatic
conditions all the time since the development of this sub-model in 1987.
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Table 3 Parametrizalion

of grassland related parameters in theANIMO model

Parameter

K

fc
Jsh

X
k
"•gr.death
J gr.toxs
Jha.ioss

threshold level Qs for harvesting
remaining quantity of shoots after harvesting (non-grazed pastures)
remaining quantity of shoots after harvesting (grazed pastures)
Kr.dif
J xs,min
JN.r.min
JN.s.max
JN.r.max

Ids

Value

Unit

0.35
2.3
0.321
0.725
0.62
0.0055
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.075
0.165
0.03
0.019
0.0076
0.05
0.02
0.2

(kg m'2)

(-)
(-)
(-)
(-)

(a"1)
(-)
(-)

(kg m"2)
(kg m 2 )
(kg m'2)
(d"1)

(-)
(-)
(-)
(-)
(-)

Nitrogen uptake byarable crops
Thenutrientuptakeby arablecropshasbeendescribed byasimplemodel.Thegrowth
period has been divided into two periods. During each period the concentrationin
the transpiration flux resulting in optimum growth isdefined as:
U\
u

opr,2

"<**,!

(95)

H<it,
where:
Copt,!'

optimal concentrations inthe transpiration flux (kg m"3)
reference cumulative uptake within the time span (kg m"2)
expected cumulative transpiration within the time span(m)
planting time(-)
transition between both growing periods(-)
harvesting date(-)

^opl,2-

•Lqtr:

L:

Theexpectedoptimalcumulativeuptakeandcumulativetranspirationflow are defined
bytheuserinthemodelinputfiles. Foryearswithhigherorlowertranspiration rates,
the total crop uptake will increase or decrease proportionally. Under optimal
circumstances, the plant uptake parameters aN03 and GNH4 are definedas:
"-opt,!

'N03

Co)

^N03

]

or

"-opt?

J

N03

(96)

"NOS('o)

and:
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c (t)
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NH4

=

_f£P^_
c (t)

(97)

Under non-optimal conditions (excessive supply oruptake deficit), theparametersare
adjusted according tothehypothesis that actual cropuptake depends onboth thesoil
availability and on crop requirement. The mineral nitrogen requirement duringa
simulation time interval isdefined in three categories.
1. Demand dueto deficit in N-uptake during previous time steps:
«b

*r

<b

r=f„ i=l

N

r

p

f=f„ i=l

°

2. Demand dueto dry matter increase ofthe crop during the time interval:

0*r = V A ' E « *

(99)

i=i

3.Luxuriousconsumption, whichoccursunderexcessive supply conditionsinthesoil:
( % Nr

Nr

\

®NJux

^e.-A^c^/oHi^VW^ i f
j=l

»

N

'
ïooq/^Ee.AZ,

1

(100)

Jäs

f

i=l

where/r w isthenitrogen fraction indrymatter. Anumeric value of 0.25 was found
by calibration forthe factor (l-/^)/(fdi 1000frN). Soil availability ofmineral nitrogen
is also determining theuptake ofnitrate andammonium. Apreference for nitrateis
assumed, based onthecondition ofelectro-neutrality, andavailability ofnitrateand
ammonium isconsidered separately. For arable land, the nitrate and ammonium
availability are defined by:
®N03 = ƒ E *«tf CN03,i® dt
"o i=l

(101)

*JWW = ƒ E ( ( ! + " ^ « M » ) 4evjCNH4fi) dt
Combining both soil availability andcrop demand, thefollowing definitions forthe
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nitrate and ammonium selectivity factors can begiven:
Q

N^ef+QN£r+ÇiNJuX<
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n
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°NH4

( 103 )

=0
°NH4

u

°N,max ®N03 + ®NH4
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"Af^nax JVQ3

(105)
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+

Njnia(®N03
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<
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~

a

N03~aNjaiK
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a

NH4~°Njwa.

The uptake selectivity factor is bounded toamaximum value oNmax is cases where
therequirement exceedsamaximum levelofthesoilavailability.InthenationalWater
Systems Reconnaissance study in 1995/1996, oNmax was taken 5.0.
Cropdamageduetounfavourable mineral nitrogen statusofthesoilisassumed when
the actualrealized cumulative uptake islessthan acertain fraction ofthe cumulative
uptakeforoptimum growth.Thepermittablenitrogendeficit isboundedtoamaximum
value by adjusting the expected optimal cumulative uptake:

^AWe/,max

=

fdefynax 1^ /Li Copt^tr,i ^ '
«,
M

(106)

- E E ( c maj + ( l + irW <W%,iA*
where £lNJefmax (kg m 2 ) isthe maximum uptake deficit andfdefrmx (-) isthe fraction
of cumulative uptake below which nutrient shortage results inunrecoverable crop
damage. The reduction ofthe potential uptake level isillustrated inFigure16.
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Fig. 16 Reduction of the potential uptake level when the uptake deficit exceeds a defined
tolerance level

In the national Water Systems Reconnaissance study in 1995/1996,fdefmax was taken
0.9. The optimal expected N-uptake is adjusted according to:
( <o + A '

Nr

\

tg+At

N,

(107)
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This unrecoverable crop damage ratio is also applied to the optimal expected
phosphate uptake curve.

2.4.4 Mineralization and immobilization
Asaresultoforganicmatterdissimilation,partoftheorganicnitrogenis transformed
into the mineral status. Another part of the organic nitrogen remains in the organic
statusindeadhumiccomponents.Ontheotherhand,part ofthemineral nitrogen can
be immobilized through the biomass-synthesis in the living biomass. Depending on
the assimilation ratio and the ratio between nitrogen content in parent fresh organic
material and the nitrogen weight fraction of the humus/biomass pool, the
transformation yieldsorrequiresmineralN.Thenettmineralization (Fig. 14,relation
10, 11, 12and 15)hasbeen formulated asazero-order termintheCTEof ammonium,
defined by:
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ü**-«fo.>*«*xo) + f»j*kHu"u(t) )dt
where:
/^„r

nitrogen weight fraction of humus/biomass (-)

When the right hand side of the equation takes a negative value, ammonium is
immobilized.Noimmobilization ofnitratehasbeenassumed.Whentheinitialquantity
of ammonium at the beginning of the timestep is not sufficient to cover thetotal
immobilization requirement,theassimilation ratioisdecreased andless humus/biomass
willbeformed. Incaseofnitrogen shortage,thetransformation occurs less efficient.

2.4.5 Nitrification and denitrification
Under(partial)aerobicconditionsinthesoilsystem,ammonium isoxidized tonitrate
(Fig. 14,relation 17). Theproduction rate of nitrate is assumed proportional to the
liquid concentration of ammonium. In the conservation en transport equation of
ammonium, this process hasbeen described by a first order rate kinetics:
Rm=k^cm4

(109)

where knitisthe first order rate constant. Under complete aeration andother favourable
soil conditions, this constant equals thereference value asmust be specified by the
model user. When themoisture condition insoil leads to(partial) anaerobiosis, this
constant isadapted byamultiplicative correction factorfae. Atcomplete aeration fae
takes the value one,atcomplete anaerobiosis fae equals zero. Thenumeric valueof
this factor iscomputed ina sub-model which describes theaeration process on the
basis ofoxygen diffusion inairfilled soil pores andinsaturated soil aggregates (Par.
2.6.1). Inthe conservation and transport equation ofnitrate, theproduction rate Rp
equals the average decomposition rate of ammonium which is given bythe expression:
<b+At
R

p#o3 = j - t J ******«>*

(no)

Decomposition of organic materials under anaerobic conditions can proceed if
sufficient nitrate-oxygen is available to meet the oxygen demand. At high nitrate
concentrations, theoxygenrequirement oforganic decomposition processesistherate
limiting factor. Atlownitratecontents,theN0 3 concentration canbetheratelimiting
factor for anaerobic decomposition. In the ANIMO model, it is assumed that
denitrification is governed by:
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5C6Hl206

+ 24NOj - 30CO2 + 18# 2 0 + 12N21 + 240H'

O11)

The oxidation of one mol carbon requires 24/30 mol N03" and the weigth ratio
between nitrogen and carbon reads 14/12. If the carbon content of organic material
is taken as 58% on dry weight basis, it follows that the nitrate demand for
denitrification can be expressed by a zero-order consumption term:
'° +A ' nf

*„*,.=-0.58— —f.tem — f ( Y ( l - a ) / J k 0*^(0 +
pfrn

3 0

1 2

Jhetero

d-a)ks(dcOM)

A f

J V£ , V

JJhu fi, fi,\ >

+{l-a)kaEX(t)

+ k^HU® )dt

The factor fhelero has been introduced to account for the reduced organic matter
transformation rates when only nitrate oxygen is available. Inmanyfield validations
and regional applications, a value 0.5 has been assumed forfhelero. In case the nitrate
concentration limitsthedecomposition oforganicmaterialsunder anaerobicconditions,
the following first order rate expression has been defined:
Rä*n = ^

0 Cm3(t)

(113)

where kden is the first order rate constant to be defined as model input (d 1 ).
Determining whichprocess rate limitingisdonebycomputingboth alternatives.The
process leading to the highest nitrate concentration at the end of the time interval is
subsequently selected by the model.

2.4.6 Transport of nitrogen substances
Inflow and outflow of dissolved organic nitrogen (Fig. 14,relation 9, 18 and 21) is
modelledincloserelation totheleaching ofdissolved organicmattersubstances.The
sink term for lateral mass transport towards surface water systems:
Rx,oN = KcON

R

xW4=kdCNH4

R

xj<œ
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2.5 Phosphorus cycle
Leaching of the soluble phosphorus substances organic-P and ortho-P is formulated
as a part of the phosphorus cycle (Fig. 17).
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Fig. 17 Relational diagram of the phosphorus

PO.-P
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cycle described in the ANiMO-model

2.5.1 Phosphate sorption and precipitation
TheLangmuir isothermisderivedfrom theassumption ofahomogeneous monolayer
of adsorbate on the adsorbent. The Langmuir equation is used to describe
instantaneous sorption of phosphates to soil constituents (Enfield et al, 1981; Van
Noordwijk et ai, 1990).
Y
= Y
A
eJ>04
ejmaxyP04 ,

A

KLCpQ4
. v „
1 + A , L^P04
C

(117)

Theamountofchemical sorbedtothesoilmatrixneverexceedsthemaximum sorption
capacity XemaxP04. The formulations given above can be incorporated into the
conservation equation by elaborating the differential quotient dXeP04/dt:
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where KJcP04) isthe differential sorption coefficient. The differential adsorption
coefficient is approximated by the average value KJcP04). This value is assessed by
calculating the slope ofthe chord ofthe adsorption isotherm:
Ka(cP04) =

l

-

) ( ^ » ) dc^

= X*»®-X«04<ti

(119)

Although KjcP04) isafunction of the concentration, itsaverage value is considered
to be constant during the timestep. Schoumans (1995) established the following set
ofparameters oftheLangmuir-isotherm which describes the fast phosphate sorption
for a wide range of sandy soils:KL= 1129 (mw3kg"1P) andXemaxP04 =5.167 10 6 pd
[Al+Fe] (kg ms"3P) where [Al+Fe] isthe aluminium + iron content ofthe soilin
mmol kg"1.
If equilibrium isnot achieved rapidly enough compared to advective transport the
sorption process must be adressed by kinetic models (Pignatello, 1989; Selim and
Amacher, 1988).In such cases, sorption appears tobe limited by atype of chemical
reactionrateorphysicalmasstransfer resistance.Desorption ofphosphates,evenwhen
far-reaching measures are implemented, may cause an exceedance of water quality
standardsforlongperiods.Althoughconsiderableefforts havebeen dedicatedtomodel
phosphate behaviour in soils (Van der Zee, 1988;Van der Zee and Van Riemsdijk,
1991),theirtheory defining theexposure integral asavariable characterizing long-term
sorption/precipitationhasnotyetdelivered operational toolsfor prediction of leaching
after fertilization reductions. Theexposure integral results from theso called
'unreacted shrinking core model' which is based onphosphate transfer in soil
aggregates by diffusion and the formation ofsolid phosphate minerals atthe inner
boundary ofthe reaction-zone. The normalized exposure integral Iisdefined as:

I= J-[(c-ce)dt

020)

wherecrtrisareference valuereferring toexperimental conditions.Empirical relations
are used torelate the exposure integral toexperimental field data. Until now the
exposure integral appears not appropriate to describe thereverse reactions. Therefore,
descriptive formulations have been chosen which have also been utilized to adress
time dependent sorption behaviour of pesticides (Boesten, 1986). The diffusive
transition zone isdescribed by onelumped first orderrateequation andthe chemical
fixation by a Freundlich sorption isotherm. The Freundlich equation representsa
compositionofLangmuir-curves.AnindividualLangmuir-curve describesthe fixation
of achemical substance toa sorptive medium oflimited capacity. Therefore,the
Freundlich relation appearsmoresuitable for aheterogeneous soil medium, composed
ofafinite numberofhomogeneous soil aggregates.Thegeneral formulation ofa first
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order rate sorption (chemical nonequilibrium) modelis:
nJ>04

fs(CPOt)

> X

fs^POf)

< X

Pd

^

=

Pd

^

=

nJ>04
nJ>04

Pdkads ( fs^Pod

~ XnJP04^

(121)

Pdkdes^fs^CP04)~Xn^O^

where kadsand kdes(d') are rate constants andfs(cP04) is the solid phase solute
concentration determinedby equilibriumadsorptionisotherms.Thedifference between
the equilibrium concentration which isreached inthesteady state situation and the
actual solid phase concentration isconsidered asthedriving force formass transfer.
In thecase of kinetic phosphate sorption, therate equation isdefined as follows:
(122)

Pd% * =Pd( * ^ ) (v £ r -in,«)

When appropriate parameters arechoosen, theformulations given inthepreceding
section can be utilized to simulate the phosphate diffusion/precipitation model
presented by VanderZeeandBolt (1991) andVanderZeeandVan Riemsdijk
(1991). Mansell et al, (1977) applied a rate dependent model to describe nonequilibrium behaviour of phosphate sorption in sandy soils.
TheANlMO-modeldescribes theratedependent phosphate sorption tosoil constituents
by considering three separate sorption sites:
dX

Pd

nJ>Q4
Tt

^
Pdl^

dX

nSQ4j
Tl
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P04j _ „
Pdlj{Kads,i>'Cdes,i>{li-F,iCP04

.
nf04j>

A

(123)
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at
dt
i=1
i=1
Inavalidation studyforawiderangeofDutch sandy soil,Schoumans (1995) assessed
the following parameters forEq. 125:
Table 4 Parameters describing therate dependent phosphate sorption for a
wide range of Dutch sandy soils (after Schoumans, 1995)
Sorption Parameter
class i
™P04.t

(d 1 )
1
2
3
a
b

1.1755
0.0334
0.0014382

(kg ms-3) (kg mw 3 ) N
6

a

11.87 10' p d [Al+Fe]
4.667 10'6p d [Al+Fe]
9.711 10- 6 p d [Al+Fe]

(")
b

0.5357
0.1995
0.2604

drybulk density inkg m"3
aluminium andiron content inmmol kg'

Dataonthefirst orderratecoefficient ofthedesorption relationkdesiarestill missing.
Numerical elaborationofthe ratedependent sorption equation requires an expression
for the differential quotient. This expression canbeobtained bytaking thevalueof
the time averaged concentration instead of the concentration cP04(t) at time t - t.
Integration ofthe differential equation between limitst0 and t0 +Atand dividingby
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the time increment Atyields:
dX

-At (•>

nJ>Q4 j
dt

=

XnSattto+^t)
At

X

nJ>Q4^

(124)

whereXnPO4(t0) isthe amount ofchemical bounded tonon-equilibrium sorption sites
at thebeginning of the time interval. In order tocalculate theamount ofchemical
assigned toXnP04 attheendofthetime interval, the function which describes the
exchangebetween solution andtimedependent sorption phasefjc) islinearized. The
function fjc) isapproximated byfJc) where c istheaverage concentration during
the time-interval.
^ f

1

=C * ^ ) (/ A « « ) - Xn>p04)

(125)

Although theaverageconcentration isunknown atthestartofthecomputations, cP04
canbeconsidered asaconstant. Thefollowing solution canbederived subject tothe
condition XnP04 =XnPO4(t0) atthebeginning ofthetime interval.

WV A f > =Jfow> + <W*o>'/fin) )«"(*°*'WA'

(126)

In order to obtain an expression for Eq. 123, Eq. 126canbe rewritten as:

WV^-WV.^

.W

o )

, C-«-^">

(.27)

For concentration ranges below the equilibrium level ofphosphate precipitation
processes, the following conservation-transport equation holds:

dd(t)Cp04(t)
•—^—^

p

KQ(t)cP04(t)+Rp

dcnfl) g ' j^ *4
op9
W()
^ ^ =- i r " ^
"i7c^)_(i28)
+ P dSa^/fo)-^^^)^
j=i

6

At

^

Phosphate precipitation takes place when theconcentration of the bulk solution
exceedsadefined equilibrium concentrationceq. Theprecipitation reactionismodelled
asaninstantaneous reaction (Fig. 17,relation 19).The reaction occurs immediately
and complete when thesolute concentration exceeds theequilibrium concentration
ceq. Theprecipitated mineralsdissolveimmediately when theconcentration ofthe water
phase drops below thebuffer concentration. When thestoreofprecipitated minerals
has been exhausted, theterm 3 XpP0/d tequals zero. Inmost oftheapplication of
the ANIMOmodel for Dutch sandy soils,theparametrization ofthemodel hasbeen
restricted to the instantaneous precipitation formulation. For establishing the
equilibrium concentration,thefollowing relationbetweenpHandceqhasbeenutilized:
Whileapplyingthemodelincombinationwiththeinstantaneousprecipitation reaction,
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= 0.135 •35-pH

c

(129)

» ïo-wpH +1.516

eg

While applying themodel incombination with theinstantaneous precipitation reaction,
four situations with respect to the concentration course with time within a time
increment are relevant to consider:
v
1)
t0<time <t0+At: cP04 < ca
p,P04 = 0,dXp,Po/dt = 0;
<
C
2)
CP
Xp,po4
- Q>dXpÊP04/dt - 0;
t0< time <t,:
'P04
eq'
XpP04 > 0,dcPO/dt =0;
tj< time <t+At:
*p.po4 >0,dcPO4/dt =0;
3)
t0< time Kt,:
-P04 = c„.
XpP04 > 0,dXp,Po/dt =0;
t,< time <t0+At:
~P04
XP,PO4 >0,dcPO/dt =0.
4)
t0< time <t0+At:
= c„
The four possibilities to consider are explained in Figure 18.
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Fig. 18 Four possibilities of the concentration course with time within a timestep At establishing
an eventual exceedance of the equilibrium concentration ceq

In the 2 th and 3 thsituation the time interval has to be split up into two parts. The
length of thefirst part t,is calculated from its specific conditions combined with the
conservation equation.
Under the presence of precipitated phosphate, the concentration c(t) as well as the
average concentration c equals theequilibrium concentration ceq (dcP0/dt - 0). Then,
the conservation equation reads as follows:
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2.5.2 Fertilization and tillage
Fresh organic matter-phosphorus
Similar to the nitrogen sub-model, fertilization has been described as a pulse-wise
addition ofmaterials with adefined composition. The quantity of organic Pafter the
introduction of a certain material is calculated by summarizing the quantity before
the addition and the applied dose (Fig. 17, relation 1):

ojy* + x) =OPß(t)+fPJn <fiJh-fy f±IL
where:
OPfn(t+x):
OPfrit):
fPfn:

< 131 )

volumic mass of organic phosphorus after application (kg m3)
volumic mass of organic phosphorus fn before application (kg m 3 )
phosphorus content of organic matter classfn (-)

Soluble phosphorus compounds
The concentration of dissolved organic P is calculated by (Fig. 17, relation 2):
cO

"f

where:
c0P(t+x):
c0P(t):

ft Mi

(132)

dissolved organic phosphorous concentration after addition (kg m 3 )
dissolved organicphosphorousconcentrationbefore addition (kg m 3 )

Similar to additions of other dissolved substances, the mineral compounds can be
added to the soil system pulse-wise. The mineral phosporus concentrations after an
addition read (Fig. 17, relation 13):
K^p^it+x)
1 P 4

°

A.
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+
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where:
cP04(t+%):
phosphate concentration after addition (kg m3 P)
cP04(t):
phosphate concentration before addition (kg m"3 P)
fP04:
phosphate content of the applied substance M (kg kg ')
If the liquid concentration tends to exceed the buffer concentration, cP04(t+x) takes
the value of the equilibrium concentration and the remaining part of the addition is
added to the precipitation pool:

L eq

ft.

r,w„ Y

(134)
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2.5.3 Crop uptake

Phosphate uptake by grassland
Uptake of mineral phosphate by plant roots has been described in strong relation to
nitrogen uptake.However, for phosphorusnoaccumulation forfuture growthhasbeen
assumed.
R

= a !k. c (t)

(135)

The selectivity factor o> is defined on the basis of soil availability and crop
requirement. Soil availability of phosphate is calculated as the sum of the amounts
presentinthe liquidphase,thefast sorptionpoolXe(equilibrium) andthe precipitation
pool Xp.The phosphorus uptake under unconstrained conditions equals the mineral
P availability:
U(t0+At) = UiQ + *P04

(136)

where the mineral phosphorus availability is approximated by:

*PO4=ƒ

E((i+7«J)^W«*

(137)

with Kf as the apparent linear sorption coefficient defined by:
K°p

X
=

e,i

+ X

p,i

(138)

ri-P&tj

The phosphate requirement for plant growth is defined as the gross dry matter
production multiplied by the actual phosphorus content of shoots and roots:
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TheP-fractions relatetothetotalN-fractions according toanempirical relation given
by Rijtema et ai, (1999):
frp =0.0318(/Tj/ 5 9

( 1 4 °)

Based on the demand and the availability, the plant uptake parameter aP is defined
by:
Qp > Qp

Û

-

P><JP^ax$P

ap = - ^

^

°P = °P^ax

(141)

(142)

In theWater Systems Reconnaissance study (1995/1996) the maximum value of the
plant parameter (oPmax) has been taken one.
Phosphate uptake by arable crops
P-uptake by arable crops has been described similarly to the nitrogen uptake. The
modeluserhastodefine expectedoptimalcumulativeuptakequantitiesfortwoperiods
of the growing season. Optimal uptake concentrations are derived from these
quantities.Theuptakeparametero>isdefined astheratiobetweentheoptimal uptake
concentration and thecurrent liquid concentration in theroot zone.An unfavourable
nutrient status can thus lead to an increased value of this parameter aP. The value
of GP is bounded to a maximum due to limited soil availability.
Three types of crop demand have been identified: luxurous demand, growth and
maintenance demand and a demand induced by an uptake deficit:
1. Demand due to deficit in P-uptake during previous time steps:

<W=E E v ^ A ( -E E(i+£*7)<**,«,.,*'
2. Demand due to growth during the time interval:
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3. Luxurious consumption, which is assumed to take place under excessive supply
conditions in the soil:
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wherefrP isthephosphorus fraction indrymatter ofproductive parts andKf isthe
apparent linear sorption coefficient ashasbeen given inEq. 138.Based onthecrop
requirement and the soil availability, the following selectivity coefficients are
calculated:
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(148)
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In all other situations, the selectivity factor takes themaximum value a

P.max'

Crop damage duetolimited P-availability is estimated similar tothecrop response
to ashortage ofmineral nitrogen intheroot zone. Ifacertain threshold phosphorus
deficit is exceeded, the expected optimal cumulative uptake is adjusted:
Q

PAfrmx =fd&m* E E V » / ' " E
t=t„

1=1

r=r„

i=l

E D(l + ~iKT)

CpCMj)4tr,i A t

whereiiPidef:max(kgm 2 )isthemaximum uptake deficit.The optimal expected P-uptake
is adjusted according to:
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This unrecoverable crop damage ratio restults also in a reduction of the optimal
nitrogen uptake curve.

2.5.4 Mineralization and immobilization
Mineralization of organic phosphorous and immobilization (Fig. 17,relation 10, 11,
12, 14) of mineral phosphorus compounds is formulated analogous to nitrogen
mineralization andimmobilization. Depending ontheassimilation ratio andtheratio
between nitrogen content inparentfresh organic material andthephosphorus weight
fraction of the humus/biomass pool, the organic transformation processes yield or
require mineral P.The nett mineralization has been formulated as a zero-order term
in the CTE of mineral phosphate, defined by:
! *+A'

R

nf

Pso4 =-f: ƒ ( E (fpjH-^fpM^^OM^t)

+

(fp-afPM)ks(ecou)

(fp^-ofpM^W) +fpMW(t)

+(151)

)dt

where:
fp.hu- phosphorus weight fraction of humus/biomass (-)
When the right hand side of the equation takes a negative value, phosphate is
immobilized.Incasetheinitialquantity ofreadily availablephosphateatthebeginning
of the timestep is not sufficient to cover the total immobilization requirement, the
assimilation ratio is decreased and less humus/biomass will be formed.

2.5.5 Transport of phosphorous substances
Inflow and outflow of dissolved organic phosphorus (Fig. 17, relation 9, 20) is
modelled through theleaching ofdissolved organicmatter substances.Thesinkterm
for lateral mass transport towards surface water systems reads:
R^OP

=K COP

ZxSCM =K cp04
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< 152 )
(153)

2.6 Environmental influences on transformation rates
Transformation ratecoefficients decomposition offresh organicmaterials, dissolved
organicmatter, exudates andhumusbiomass and thenitrification ratecoefficient are
defined by areference valuekref. Environmental influences aretaken into account by
multiplication factors for reduced aeration at wet conditions, drought stress at dry
conditions, temperature and pH. For organic transformation processes:

k^f^oMfrfsfrnKef

<154>

For the nitrification process:
k-f^frÂfpHKef

<155>

where:
k:
actual transformation rate (d 1 )
kref :
reference value of the rate constant under optimal conditions (d_1)
fae :
factor accounting for of the availability of atmospheric oxygen (-)
fae,0Mfactor for the combined effect of the oxygen availability and the
nitrate availability on organic matter transformations (-)
fT :
factor accounting for temperature (-)
/B :
factor accounting for dry conditions (-)
fpH :
factor accounting for the influence of pH (-)

2.6.1 Aeration

Partitioning between aerobic and anaerobic phase
Aeration has a major influence on transformation rates of all micro-biological
processes in agricultural eco-systems. Sinceone of themodel aims isto evaluate the
environmental impacts of watermanagement for awiderange of soiltypes andawide
range of hydrological conditions, adetailed sub-model describing oxygen diffusion
in the soil gas phase and in soil aggregates has been implemented. The aeration
fraction fae depends on a number of factors:
Oxygendemand,asaresultoforganictransformations andnitrification. Oxydation
of other reduced components (e.g. sulphur) have been ignored;
Soil physical constitution;
Hydrological conditions (partitioning between soil moisture and soil air).
The aeration factorfae has been formulated as an multiplicative factor. Atfae = 1,
organic transformation and nitrification processes are optimal (Fig. 19). For suboptimal conditions (fae < 1), the diffusive capacity of the unsaturated zone is
insufficient tofulfill theoxygenrequirement.In situations wherepartial anaerobiosis
occurs, the oxygen demand for the organic transformations is met by atmospheric
oxygen aswellasbynitrate-oxygen. Thenitrification ratewillbesub-optimal. Under
these conditions, the available nitrate will be reduced partial or complete
(denitrification). Under unfavourable wet conditions the upper layers consume all
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oxygen which can enterthe soilprofile bydiffusion andthe atmospheric oxygen will
not penetrate into the lower part of the unsaturated zone.
Aerobic conditions (fae = 1)
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Fig. 19 Atmospheric oxygen and nitrate oxygen related processes in the ANIMO model

The partitioning between the aerobic soil fraction and the anaerobic soil fraction is
determined by the equilibrium between oxygen demand for organic conversion
processes plus nitrification and the oxygen supply capacity of the soil air and soil
water system. Both the vertical diffusion in air filled pores and the lateral oxygen
diffusion inthe soil moisturephase aretaken intoconsideration. Figure 20showsthe
separation of both diffusive transports schematically.
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Fig. 20 Schematic representation of diffusive oxygen transport in the aeration module
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3-N2

Diffusion in soil gas phase
The vertical diffuse transport of oxygen in the airfilled pores in the soil system is
described by:
3
3
if* = JL\n _f* - f 9sfi4.mrT+m
ISÏ o Û
f 2.564-10"
(r+273.15)

( 156 )

where Qoxis the demand for atmospheric oxygen. The factor 2.564 10 3 (T+273.15)
results from theLaw ofBoyle Gay-Lussac.The diffusion coefficient Dg is described
as a function of soil moisture:

o

Several expressions can be found to relate the diffusion coefficient in the soil gas
phase to the diffusion coefficient in air. In literature different relations between the
diffusion coefficient andthevolumetric gascontentcanbefound, butthe formulation
giveninEq. 160hasbeenchosen forreasonsofdataacquisition. Bakkeretai, (1987)
provide a review on different formulations and experimental data.
Table 5 Parametrization of the relation between the oxygen diffusion coefficient and
gas content according to Bakker et al., (1987)
Soil type

p,

Poor loamy and humusless sands
Structureless loamy sands
Weakly aggregated topsoils of loamy sands, light clays
and humous sands, subsoils of light clays
Aggregated light clays
Dense clay soils

volumetric

p2

1.5
7.5

3.0
4.0

2.5
2.0
0.3

3.0
2.5
1.5

In most regional model applications, the diffusive properties of soils have been
schematizedtothreeclasses:good,moderateandbadcapabilitiesfor oxygen diffusion.
Table 6 Assumed parametrization of the relation between the oxygen diffusion coefficient and the
volumetric gas content in some regional studies
Diffusive property

p,

p2

Soil units according 'Staring Reeks'

Good
Moderate
Bad

0.3
2.0
2.5

1.5
2.5
3.0

B07, B09, BIO, B l l , B12, B16, B18
B03, B04, B08, B13, B14, B15, B17
B01, B02, B05, B06

Organicdecompostion aswell asnitrification require oxygen. Stoichiometric factors
are based on the assumption that these transformations are governed by:
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The oxygen demand which results from nitrification and aerobic decomposition of
organic materials is expressed by Q.ox:
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The oxygen requirement ofrespiratory processes of living roots hasbeen neglected.
When the defined oxygen requirement can be fully satisfied by supply from the
atmosphere, the factorfae takes the value one. However, when the diffusive process
in the water filled aggregate pores is not fast enough to create complete aerobic
circumstances, part of the soil layer will be anaerobic. The oxygen consumption of
such a layer will be smaller than £lox. Under these circumstances nitrification does
not occur and it is assumed that the activity of the organic biomass is less and that
the transformations occur at lower rates.

Q« =f 0-58-/U~Œ 0-aVJ^OHto+O--à)k„MX{fy*

(160)

(i-fl)*,(e C o i //))+* t e fftf(0)
wherefhelerois afactor accounting for the lower transformation rates at unfavourable
circumstances within the anaerobic part of a soil layer.
Theintroduction ofthereduction factorfaeenablesthecalculation ofanoxygen profile
on thebasis of actual oxygen consumption rates. Under field conditions, the oxygen
transportinthesoilgasphasewillbeinequilibrium within afewhours.The diffusion
coefficient of oxygen in air will take the value 1.64 m2d"1at 10°C.Taking p, and
p2 as 2.0 and 2.5 and assuming a volumetric gas content of 10% yields 10 2 m2d"1
as the value of Dg. When the layer thickness equals 0.1, the factor Dg/(Az)z will
amount 1 d"1. Forlongertimeincrements (e.g. 10days),equilibrium willbe achieved
within a fraction of the time step and the diffusion process can be approximated by
steady-state diffusion profiles. Such a diffusion equation reads:
d
dct
— ((D
Ag,-£)
—
dz
dz

= . 4 2.564- IQ"3 (7+273.15) Q^

(161)

Thefactorfae isafunction oftheoxygen concentration inthe gasphase, the potential
oxygen consumption rate and soil moisture conditions related to the soil type.
The soil system is divided into anumber of layers, each with its own thickness. The
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diffusion coefficient Dg and the oxygen consumption rate b are considered to be
constantpersoillayerandpertimestep.Sincethefactorfae isdependent ontheoxygen
concentration, aniterative computation schemeisrequired to determine its value.In
thefirst iterationround,thefactor issetto 1 andoxygenconcentrations are calculated
using the vertical diffusion model. Then new values offae are calculated per layer
usingtheradialdiffusion model.Thismodelusesthecalculated oxygen concentrations
and the potential oxygen consumption rate as input. After determiningfae-values, a
new computation round starts. The iteration procedure will be terminated when the
cumulative difference between old and new values is less than a certain criterium.
When solving thedifferential equation for vertical diffusive transport, two boundary
conditions can beidentified. Atthe ground surface, the soil air concentration equals
the concentration in the free atmosphere. At the groundwaterlevel, a zero-diffusion
flux is assumed. If the diffusive capacity is not sufficient to satisfy the oxygen
demand, anaerobic conditions in the unsaturated layers above the groundwater table
can occur. In this case, the effective diffusion depth can be calculated from the
condition that both the diffusion flux and the concentration take the value zero.
Partial anaerobiosis fraction
Thepartial anaerobiosisfractionfae iscalculatedutilizing asub-model which describes
theradial diffusion in soil water around apore.The general equation for cylindrical
diffusion:

at

6 ,D dc \

ld_
r dr

sat w

vv

w

dr

- Q„

(162)

in which:
aqueous oxygen concentration (kg mw"3)
moisture fraction at saturation (mw3ms"3)
oxygen diffusion coefficient in water (m2d"1)
tortuosity factor for diffusion in saturated soil particles (mw ms"')
r:
distance from the centre of air filled pores (m)
Adefault value0.3hasbeen assumed for thetortuosity factor Xr. Undernormal field
conditions, QsalDJK takes the value 7.510"6 - 8.010 6 m2d"1.The average radius of
anaeratedaround anairfilled pore amountslessthan 10"4m,sothefactor0sa^)l)/(X,rr2)
will be greater than 10. The oxygen profile around an air filled pore will be at
equilibrium within one hour. This allows a steady state approximation of Eq. 73:
id_
r dr

0 D dc

dr

= Q„

(163)

This equation is subject to the following boundary conditions (Fig. 21):
The aqueous concentration is in equilibrium with the concentration in air filled
pores at the air-water interface (r =r -> cw = cwe).
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At theouterside ofthe aerobic zone, both theflux andtheconcentration equal
zero (r =raer-> dcjdr=0).

niummiln 11mij)

Fig. 21 Schematization of an aerobic andan anaerobic zone around and air filled pore

The solution which satisfies thezero flux condition atr= raer and theconcentration
condition atr= rpor, combined with thezeroconcentration condition atr= raeryields
an expression from which thevariable raeris determined:
49jZ>w
r

Cwe

=( ^ ) 2 l n ( - ^ ) 2 - ( ^ ) 2 +1

r

r

®ox por

i>or

T

por

(164)

r

por

The equilibrium concentration atthe air-water interface canbecalculated from the
oxygen concentration ingas:
r =r

""'

c =
w

^
c
2.564-10-3( T+273.15)

8

(165)

whereocBisBunsen'scoefficient ofsolubility (m3m"3)andthedenominatorisafactor
toconvertfrom volumic concentration tomassconcentration, ascanbederived from
the rule ofBoyle Gay-Lussac. Both thediffusion coefficient ofoxygen inwater and
the Bunsen's coefficient depend on temperature. Tabel 7represents data reportedby
Glinski andStepniewski (1985).
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Table 7 Diffusion coefficient in water, Bunsen's coefficient of oxygen and surface tension of water
as a function of temperature
Temperature
(°C)

Diffusion coefficient
(m2 d"')

Bunsen's coefficient
(m3 m 3 )

Surface tension
(J m 2 )

0
4
5
10
15
20
25
30

8.554-10"5

0.0489

7.56102
7.50-10 2

1.097-10"4
1.331-104
1.572-10"
1.814-10"4
2.056-10 4
2.307-10"4

0.0436
0.0394
0.0360
0.0333
0.0309
0.0290

7.42-10"2
7.27-10'2
7.11102
6.95-10"2
6.79-10'2

The average radius of air filled pores rpor follows from the relation between suction
and height of capillary rise in thin tubes at static equilibrium. In general:
- 2JL
Ap

(166)

in which:
r) : surface tension of water (N m"1)
Ap : pressure difference between air phase and water phase in a soil pore (Pa)
If \\f isthe suction in em'swaterpressure inthe soillayer, thecorresponding smallest
air-filled pore radius r (m) can be calculated as:
r=

0.0015

(167)

When the air entry point of the soil is at suction \|/a (cm), the corresponding radius
of the biggest pore equals ra(m). The average radius rporof the airfilled pores is
assumed to equal the geometrical mean of raand r^.
0.0015

(168)

por

From Eq. 166,the aerated radius raercan be solved. For asoil system containing one
pore,theaerated areaaround theporeAae persurface unitcanbecalculated asfollows:
ae = «O 1 ,

A

r

z

)

(169)

oer 'por '

If the volume per unit depth of apore in soil layer is estimated as Xv.n.r 2and the
soil moisture difference between the suctions \|/aandy isAG, thenumber of airfilled
pores can be approximated as:
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whereXv isafactor accounting for thetortuosity oftheair-filled pores.Ifall air-filled
poreswould beregurlaly distributed, without anyinterference, theaeratedsoil fraction
would be:
2 _
r<ieT r?OT

f =N A = —
Jae

por ae

i

2

(171)

o
por

V

Inpractise,thedistribution oftheporesisrandom.Assuming ageometric distribution
of air-filled pores, the aerated soil surface per square unit can be expressed as the
sumofageometric sequencewith first termAae andratio (\-Aae). Inotherwords,when
the chance that a new airfilled pore interferes with an already aerated soil part is
defined as being proportional to the aerated part, the total aerated soil fraction will
be:
v

v (172)

L = Am+{\-Am)Am +V-AmfAm +- +{\-Aj~Am =1 -(1 -Amf"
In anaerobic part of the soil, the oxygen demand for organic matter transformations
is met by the utilization of nitrate oxygen (Par. 2.4.5). It has been assumed that
organicmattertransformations proceeds slower when only nitrate oxygenis available.
Therefore, afactorfhelerohasbeen introduced toaccount for thereducedprocess rates
(seeEq. 112).Themultiplication factor for thecombined availability of atmospheric
oxygen and nitrate oxygen on respitory acitivities has been formulated as:
<0+ A t

At J ""*
* ttdt
At

(173)

f nu =ƒ + ( 1-ƒ )min( 1,
J

ae,OM

v

Jae

R

Jae ' " " " v * >

p4en

The minimum function in the right hand side ofthe equation expresses the selection
of the rate limiting process. When -\Riden dt I (AtRpden) takes a value less than one,
the nitrate availability seems to be rate limiting.

2.6.2 Temperature
The correction factor for temperature (fT) is described by an Arrhenius equation:
H

fr = exp
R

gas
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(174)

where:
u:
molar activation energy (J mol 1 )
Rgas: gas constant (J mol"1 K"1)
Tref: reference temperature at which the conversion rates have been determined (°C)
T:
actual soil temperature (°C)
In all model simulation up to version 3.5, the molar activation energy was taken as
74826 (J mol '). The gas constant equals 8.314 (J mol ' K 1 ) . A reference temperature
(Tref) of 11 °C is applied in the model, being the average annual temperature for the
Dutch climate. Substitution of these values leads to an alternative formulation:
fT = 1 . 1 1 8 ( r " ^

(175)

The soil temperature at a certain depth (z) from the soil surface and at a certain day
of the year can be given as input to the model or can be simulated using a sinus wave
submodel with a damping effect for depths below the soil surface:
(176)

cos <ùt + <b- —

m;
where:
T:
temperature at depth z and time t (°C)
Ta: avaerage yearly temperature (°C)
A0:
amplitude of the temperature wave (°C)
Dm: damping depth (m)
z:
depth below the soil surface (m)
V.
time as daynumber (d)
œ:
frequency of the temperature wave (rad d"1)
<(>:
phase shift (rad)
Due to the limited heat diffusivity of the soil, the amplitude of the heat wave decreases
with soil depth. This phenomenon is accounted for by the introduction of the damping
depth Dm, which is the depth where the amplitude of the temperature fluctuation has
decreased to AJe = 0.37 A0. The damping depth depends on the thermal properties
of the soil and on the angular frequency of the temperature wave:
D_m

2D

\

>
G>

with:

D„ = ^
* C

077)
h

where:
Dh:
heat diffusivity (m 2 d 4 )
Ch: differential heat capacity (J m"3 °C_1)
X,h: heat conductivity (J m"1 d"1 ° C ' )
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2.6.3 pH
Fortheeffect ofpHonreactionratesonlyonefunction for theorganic transformation
processes andthenitrification processhasbeen formulated. Themultiplication factor
for the influence of pH/ pH is given as:

/„H=

("S)

h^:
1 + g-2.5(pH-5)

Time indepent pH-values are defined by the user for each soil horizon. It has been
assumed that under optimal agricultural practises, the pH-value will not change and
the seasonal fluctuation has been ignored.
The relation is based on soilwater quality data, sopH-values have to be considered
aspH-H20 values.Inmostmodel applications,onlypH-KClvaluesareavailable from
soil information systems. A linear relation has been fitted between pH-KCl and pHH 2 0 values which yielded the following set of regression coefficients.
Table 8 Transfer functions for assessment ofpH-values from soil chemical properties
Soil type

Relation

Soil units according to 'Staring reeks'

Sandy soils
Peat soils
Sandy loam soils
Dense clay soils

pH=0.7262pH-KCl+2.1160
pH=0.8510pH-KCl+1.3842
pH=0.7819pH-KCl+1.9772
pH=0.7623pH-KCl+2.2517

87,68,89,810,311,812,813,314
Bl, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6
B15, B16
B17, B18, B19, B20, B21

2.6.4 Soil moisture content
Thereduction inthetransformation rate coefficients under wetconditionsis generally
caused by dilution effects and lack of atmospheric oxygen in the soil system. Both
effects have been treated by the CTE and influence of aeration. Drought stress of
micro-organisms hasbeen described bythemultiplication factor/e. ThepF-valuehas
been used to describe the drought respons of micro-organisms, based onthe analogy
of the root activity respons to dry conditions. Below wilting point, the function of
micro-organisms are disturbed. Based on experimental data from Ruurlo and model
calibration it has been assumed that within the rootzone between the values pF 3.2
and pF 4.2 the multiplication factor fB decreases linearly from 1.0 to 0.2. The
influence of the moisture content is described by:
pF < 3.2
3.2 < pF < 4.2
pF > 4.2

-

/ . =1
ƒ„ = 1 - 0.8(pF-3.2)
/e = 0.2

Below the rootzone, no adaptation for dry conditions is considered.
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(179)

2.7 Initial conditions

2.7.1 Soil organic matter
Themodelrequiresinitialvaluesofsoilorganicmattercontentsforeach disinguished
class of fresh material, the humus/biomass pool, the exudate pool and the dissolved
organic matter pool. In general, the exudate and the dissolved organic matter pool
aredefined asrapidly decomposing substances.Inputerrors withrespecttothe initial
contents of these pools will not affect the final results of the model simulation to a
large extent. The initial estimates of fresh materials and the humus/biomass pool
however, can have a great influence on the mineralization.
Field validations
Inmostvalidation studies,thedistinctionbetweeninitiallypresentfresh organic matter
and humus biomass has been based on a rule of thumb resulting from the model
calibrations of Berghuijs-van Dijk et al, (1985). They derived afractional division
of 90%assigned tohumus/biomass and 10%attributed tofresh organicmatter within
the rootzone. The model calibation was conducted using experimental data from a
lysimeter experiment with high doses of pig slurry (Steenvoorden, 1983). This ratio
has been adopted in nearly all the model applications. The assignment of 10% fresh
material tothe distinguished classes has been done on arbitrary basis.In most of the
simulations the assigment of organic fractions in the subsoil was based on the
assumption of anincreasing stability with depth. Theupper soil layer contains more
readiliy decomposable material and the deeper soil layer shows adecreased average
decomposition rate.
Regional applications
In regional applications of the model, an initilization procedure has been developed
to describe the initial situation with respect to fractional distribution of organic
materials and mineral phosphate attributed to the fast and slow sorption pool as a
function ofland useandmodelparameters. Forthe year thehistorical run starts (e.g.
1941), organic matter contents resulting from a soil chemical schematization of the
region are defined for each simulation plot. The fractional division between the
different classes has been done for field validation studies. Then, simulations were
carried out with an assumed historical fertilization practise. The results of these
historical simulation runsallow verification tomeasured field dataandprovide insight
in the overall performance of the model.

2.7.2 Root residues and produced dry matter
The schematization oforganicmaterials allowsthedefinition of amaterial representing
root residues. To facilitate aflexible model use, a simulation can start at any day of
the growing season. The initial produced quantities of shoots and roots dry matter
(QXt0) and Qr{to)) as well as the initial quantities of N-uptake U^t^ and P-uptake
UP(t0)should be specified by the user in the model input.
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2.7.3 Nitrogen
Organic nitrogen contents are defined by their weight fractions in the distinguished
organic pools. The C/N ratio is a common figure in soil data systems and can easily
be obtained from the analysis of soil samples. The model user can verify his choice
for either the initial contents of organic pools or his assignment of nitrogen weight
fractions tothe organic materials by comparing theresulting C/N ratio tofield data.
The C/N ratio follows from:

C/N =

0.58 ( £ OM^tJ * EX{Ç + Bcafij
£=!

+ HU^ )
(180)

The input of mineral nitrogen compounds are given as initial liquid concentrations
of nitrate and ammonium. Due to the high reaction rates of these compounds, input
errors with respect to the initial conconcentrations of N0 3 and NH4+ do only affect
the final results of the model simulation to a small extent.

2.7.4 Phosphorus
Input of initial organic phosphorus contents follows a procedure similarly to the
organic nitrogen content. Themodel usermust attributephosphorus weight fractions
totheorganicmaterials.Theresult shouldbeverified bycomparing theresulting C/P
ratio to field data. The C/P ratio follows from:
0.58 ( £ OMjfiJ + EX(t0) + dcOM(t0) + HUQj )
C/P =
£=!

EfpjnOM^

(181)

+fPJZX(to) * 6c OP (g +fPMHU(to)

For mineral phosphorous, the model user should use one of three options for the
description of the initial phosphorus contents. The first option should be selected if
the contents of all individual phosphorus pools (liquid concentration, fast sorption,
timedependent slow sorption) areknown from lab-experiments ormodel simulations.
The second option should be chosen if total P-contents Ptot (kg kg"1) and the liquid
concentrations areknown.Thethirdoptionshouldbeusedwhenonlytotal P-contents
are known.
Intheinitialization procedure, thetotalphosphate stockisdistributed overthepools.
With option 2, the liquid concentration is known and the fast sorption pool can be
estimated from the liquid concentration:
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< i82 >

Wo)=^<W,1 vLr<W'o)
,.,
1 + K

The sum of the slow sorption fractions is calculated as the remaining part. For the
estimation of the quantities assigned to slow sorption fractions, a hypothetical
equilibium concentration c* occuring during the last years is assumed. This
hypothetical equilibrium concentration can be calculated from:

p-EWJ"" -PA-«

-pA^T^f^r

(183)

Thevalue ofc eqisobtained by aNewton-Raphson iteration procedure.The resulting
value is used to calculate the initial quantities XnPO4i(t0) in the slow sorption pool
according to:
(184)

X

nJ>04,fi<) * KF,i ( C «p

In the third option with only total P-contents known, the slow sorption is assumed
to be at equilibrium. Both sorption pools can be written as a function of the liquid
concentration. The sum of all pools should equals Plot:

ew*) + P A i o ^ f1f+ f 0 ^ + Päh*w<Wtf*w = P A
W'o)

(185)

i=l

The value of cPO4(t0)is obtained iteratively by a Newton-Raphson procedure. After
assessing this value, the quantities in the fast sorption pool and the time dependent
slow sorption pool are determined straight forward.

2.8 Boundary conditions
Boundary conditions are input to the model and have to be specified for all soluble
substances for the boundaries at the top, lateral and bottom of the simulated soil
system. Theboundary concentrations are applied to all soluble substances described
by the ANIMO model: dissolved organic compounds, ammonium, nitrate and mineral
phosphate.
The boundary condition at the top is given as a concentration of the incoming
precipitation water flux, or:
J

=q c

where:
Jsp: solute flux across the top boundary (kg m"2d"1)
qp:
precipitation water flux (m3 m 2 d ')

(186)

cp:

concentration of the precipitation water (kg m 3 )

Incasepart of theprecipitation water consists of irrigation water, the concentrations
in therain water should be calculated as amixture ofthe rainfall concentrations and
the concentrations in irrigation water, proportional to the originating volumes.
The boundary condition at the lateral sides of the model system is given as a
concentration in the incoming (infiltrating) surface-water flux, or:
N,Or

'«-E «Mv

<187)

The boundary condition at the bottom is given as concentrations in the incoming
seepage water flux, or:
J« =q< c*

( 188 >

where:
solute flux across the lateral boundary (kg m"2d"1)
solute flux across the bottom boundary (kg m 2 d"1)
number of different surface-water systems (-)
infiltrating water flux from surface-water system i (m3 m 2 d"1)
<ld,i
q;.
seepage water flux (m3 m 2 d"1)
cjnf: concentrations in the infiltrating water from surface-water system i (kg m 3 ).
cs : concentration in the seepage water (kg m3)

•'s.x
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3 CONCISE PROGRAMME DESCRIPTION

3.1 General data flow
The model requires anumber ofinput data files and, after execution of a simulation,
generates asetofoutput datafiles (Fig.22).Hydrologicalparameters mustbe supplied
by a hydrological model.

Fig. 22 Flow chart of the input and output data of ANIMO version 3.5

A general data file includes settings of model options for the simulation period, the
choice ofhydrological model forpre-processing hydrological inputdata,the simulation
of the phosphorous cycle and the type and structure of model output. Soil physical
and soil chemical data should be supplied as well as data on boundary and initial
conditions and additions (including tillage). Default data are required for materials
andplants.Materialsaresubstanceswithapredefined composition whichcanbeadded
to the soil system.
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3.2 Model structure

In order to provide model users some insight into the model structure, a flow chart
of the main module is given in Figure 23.This flow chart will be used to give some
insight in the core of the model and explain the model structure. Amore description
can be found in Kroes and Roelsma (1998).
Initialisation is the first step in the flow chart and in the ANlMO-model.It results in
an initial distribution of organic matter and mineral N and P over the model
compartments. The simulation then enters a loop with time-intervals, of which the
size (e.g. 1day) is defined by the results of the hydrological model. Results of the
hydrologicalmodelarereadasatermsofacompletewaterbalanceforthe soil-waterplant system. Next follows simulation of shoot and root development by theANIMOmodel. Soil temperatures are simulated with a sinus wave sub-model. Additions and
tillage are executed pulse wise at the beginning of a certain timestep, as defined in
the model input. The nitrogen and phosphorus uptake rates are determined as sink
terms for the transport and conservation equation (CTE). Reaction rates (sink and
source terms) are corrected for the environmental influences of oxygen availability,
temperature, dry conditions and pH.
Oxgen is required for the decomposition of organic matter and for nitrification.
Therefore, before the process parameters of the conservation and transport equation
can be assesses, agood estimate of the oxygen profile has to be made.This is done
by a separate module which solves the CTE with optimal values for transformation
parameters for all dissolved organic matter and nitrogen substances in order to
compute apotential oxygen demand. Inthe aeration module, thediffusive properties
of the soil are taken into account to reach an actual oxygen demand. From the ratio
between actual and potential oxygen demand reduction factors for organic matter
transformations, nitrification and denitrification follows.
Oncethesinktermdecomposition ofdissolved organicmatterisknown,theCTEcan
be solved and themineralization of dissolved organic compounds can be computed.
Inaddition tothisprocess,mineralization iscomputed inthesamemodule,after which
the CTE is solved for ammonium. From its solution the source term nitrification of
the nitrate CTE follows; next the CTE for nitrate can be solved. Optionally the
phosphate CTE will be solved similarly to ammonium.
Attheend of each time-interval, nutrient uptake isintegrated and prepared as initial
conditions for thenexttime-interval.Massbalances areverified andresultsare written
to output-files.
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Read water balance

Shoot and root development of crop

Soil temperature

Additions and tillage

Uptake rate of crop

Correction of reaction rates for influence of
temperature, moisture and pH

O z -shortage and influence on decomposition of
organic matter

transport, transformation of organic matter

production term of NH4-N (mineralisation)

Transport and transformation of
soluble substances

transport, transformation of NH^-N

Production of NCyN (nitrification)

Integrated uptake of grassland

transport, transformation of NO 3 N

X
Write results

Production of P0 4 -P (mineralisation)

transport, transformation of P0 4 -P

Fig. 23 Flow chart of main module of ANIMO version 3.5

3.3 Inputs and outputs
Application of ANIMOversion 3.5 for a single field or subregion requires a minium
set of 10 files (Table 9).
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Table 9 Summary of input-files of ANIMOversion 3.5
Name of input-file

Content

GENERAL.INP

simulation- and output-options

MATERIAL.INP

standard data on materials (composition,reaction rates)

PLANT.INP

standard crop data (plant growth and uptake parameters)

SOIL.INP

soil chemical and soil physical data

CHEMPAR.INP

soil chemical data for phosphorus

BOUNDARY.INP

boundary conditions

INITIAL.INP

initial conditions

ADDITION.INP

data concerning additions and tillage to the soil system

SWATRE.INP and SWATRE.UNF
or:
WATBAL.INP and WATBAL.UNF

waterquantity data from a multi layer model (e.g. SWAP)
waterquantity data from a two-layer model (e.g. WATBAL)

Hydrological data must be supplied by ahydrological model prior to the simulation
withtheANlMO-model. Twooptionsareavailable,representing linkagewithtwotypes
of hydrological models:
Adetailed multi-layer model (e.g. SWAP-model;Belmans etal, 1983;Feddes et
al, 1978; Van Dam et al, 1997).
- A two-layer model (DEMGEN;Abrahamse et al, 1982; WATBAL; Berghuijs-van
Dijk, 1985)
If a multi-layer model is used for preprocessing hydrological data, then a file
(SWATRE.UNF)mustbebecreated containing allrequired hydrological data, including
data aboutmodel-geometry.Additional information isrequired (file SWATRE.INP)on
the kind of crop grown and on the maximum depth of the root zone. If a two-layer
hydrologicalmodelisused(fileWATBAL.UNF),then amoredetailedhydrology-related
input isrequired (file WATBAL.INP)to allow ANIMOthe data processing from atwolayer system to the multi-layer system.
Linkage of the ANIMOmodel to a regional groundwaterflow is also an option (Van
derBolt etal, 1996).Thehydrological model should generate information on water
fluxes of the vadose zone and the upper groundwater zone of each subregion in a
series of files with a similar layout as described above. An extensive description of
the input-files has been given by Kroes and Roelsma (1998).
Standard output has been organized in three files: TOUT.OUT, INITIAL.OUT,
MESSAGE.OUT.All other output-files are optional. The file TOUT.OUTgives output of
input and an optional output for each timestep from each subroutine and facilitates
the modeller in his examination of the model performance. The file INITIAL.OUT
contains the results of all the state variables at the end of the simulation in the same
sequence as the input-file INITIAL.INPand can be used toinitialize arestart-run. The
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file MESSAGE.OUTcomprises warningmessages ontheperformance ofthe simulation
error-messages.
Optional output consists of water and material balances from auser defined number
ofmodel-layers andafreely choosen simulation interval.Inadditiontothese balances
the model can also generate time series of output for each model-layer.
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4 VALIDATION AT FIELD SCALE

4.1 Introduction
The ANlMO-model has the ability to make reliable predictions for a wide range of
different environmental conditions. This is illustrated by a number of case-studies
which include comparisons between measured and simulated values of the soil-waterplant system at field scale. In some case-studies a separated calibration and a
validation phase was distinguished, whereas other studies combined both phases.
Validations on the scale of submodels or process formulations are not available. In
this report, the more practical perspective of model validation has been adopted.
The ANlMO-model was initially developed as a leaching model for nitrogen and
therefore the first validations mainly focused on the leaching of nitrate (e.g. Kroes,
1988 and Reiniger et ai, 1990). Recent validations include other processes of the
nitrogen cycle and a validation of the leaching of mineral P and total P. In this
validation procedure, results of field experiments at different locations in The
Netherlands have been used. A prerequisite of an appropriate validation is a good
description of water and nutrient movement in the soil. Due to the huge amount of
datarequired for this type ofdynamic simulation models, complete sets offield data
are scarce and the opportunities to conduct a thorough model validation are often
limited.Exampleswillbepresented ofrecentvalidationsusingdata-setsfrom different
Dutch field experiments (Fig. 24).Jansen (1991a) applied themodel using data-sets
from different European countries.

Fig. 24 Location offield experiments used to validate the ANlMO-model
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Depending onthe availability and the suitability ofexperimental data, the behaviour
of one or more substances in themodelled soil-water-plant system was validated
(Table 10).Atsome locations other entities were measured (total-N, ammonium-N,
P-uptake, etc) and used tovalidate the model. Duetotheir incidental measurements
they havebeen left outofthisreport, but havebeen described inthepertinent project
reports.
The description inthis report islimited tosixlocations covering afairly wide range
of landuses ondifferent soil types.
Table 10 Validated variables of ANIMO model at different locations in The Netherlands
Experiment

Soil-water- plant system

nr

Soil

Ground water

Location

Surface water

Plant

1

Heino

mineral-N

nitrate-N

N-uptake

2

Ruurlo

mineral-N

nitrate-N

N-uptake

3

Nagele

mineral-N

4

Lelystad

5

Putten

6

St. Maartensbrug

N-uptake
nitrate-N

sorbed-P

ortho-P

ortho-P

total-P

total-P

Locations 7, 8and9 (Fig. 24)refer to other recent validations:
location 7aand 7b(Vredepeel and Borgerswold): Different management options
within integrated arablefarming affecting nitrateleaching (Dijkstra and Hack-ten
Broeke, 1995) (ANIMO version3.4);
location 8(Cranendonck): high doses ofcattle slurry applied inforage maizeon
sandy soil (Kroes etal, 1996) (ANIMO version3.5);
- location 9(Hengelo): Effects ofdifferent management optionsforgrazing cattle
within dairy farming (Hack-ten Broeke and Dijkstra, 1995) (ANIMOversion 3.4).
In all validations data (water fluxes and leached quantities) from long-term field
experiments atdifferent fertilization levels were used. The field experiments differ
insoiltype,landuseandfertilizer management (Table 11).TheexperimentsinHeino
and Ruürlo were used tovalidate the model forthe leaching ofnitrate, crop uptake,
and mineral N-storage in soil for grassland andforage maize. Theexperiment at
Nagele was used tovalidate arable crop uptake ofNandsoil storage ofmineralN.
The experiment in Lelystad was usedto validate leaching ofnitratetosurface waters
under grassland. The experiment inPutten validated leaching ofmineral phosphorus
tofield ditches.TheexperimentinSt.Maartensbrug validated theleaching ofmineral
phosphateanddissolved organicphosphorus incalcarous weaklyhumous sandy soils
to tile drains andopen field drains.
Each experiment wasmodelled by separate simulations for thehydrological and
nutrientcycleofthesoil-water-plantsystem.Allhydrological simulationswerecarried
out using theSWAP-model (Belmans etal, 1983, Feddes etal, 1978, VanDamet
al, 1997).Results ofthehydrological simulations were used as input to theANIMOmodel. Unless explicitely given, allsimulations have been carried outwith version
3.5 oftheANIMOmodel.
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Table 11 Main characteristics offield experiments used to validate the ANIMO model
Experiment

Soil texture

Land use

nr location

Groundwater
level
(m-surface)

Artificial
fertilizer level
(kg ha'1 a 1 )

Animal
f

.•]•

Number
1

1

1

(kg h a a )

1

r

variants

1 Heino

sand

forage maize

0.5 - 1.6

20 - 140 N

180 N

9

2 Ruurlo

loamy sand

grassland

0.2 - 1.7

0 - 160 N

0 - 400 N

8

3

Nagele

silty loam

winter wheat

0.6 - 1.5

110- 150 N

-

5

4

Lelystad

clay

grassland
(grazed)

0.5 -2.0

0N

220 N

1

5

Putten

sand

grassland
(grazed)

0.3 - 1.3

OP

45 P

2

6

St.Maartensbrug

calc. weakly
humous sand

flower bulbs

0.6 - 1.0

OP

OP

2

some plots combined forage maize with a nitrogen catch crop in winter.

4.2 Forage maize andcatch crops on a sandy soil

4.2.1 Introduction
Between 1988 and1994research atthe experimental farm inHeino was performed
toestablish theimpacts ofanitrogen catchcropafter forage maizeonnitrateleaching.
Field datawerereported by Schröder etal.,(1992)andVanDijk etal.,(1995).Nitrate
concentrations insoilmoisture were analyzed and thenitrate leaching massflux was
computedbymodelsimulations ofcombined waterandnitrogentransport.Adetailed
reportofthevalidation waspresented byKroesetal.,(1996).Paragraph 4.2.3presents
results ofthe comparison between simulated andmeasured values.

4.2.2 Method
Hydrology was simulated by the SWAP-modelusing measured groundwaterlevelsas
alowerboundary condition. Soilphysical properties werepartly measured andpartly
derived from standard soil moisture retention curves forthe three distinguished soil
horizons. The hydrology of the soil-water-plant system was simulated for three
different cropping patterns:
- forage maize;
- forage maize with grassland as catch crop;
- forage maize with ryeascatch crop;
Hydrological simulations were validated bycomparing the simulated and measured
pressure heads at a depth of 15cm.Thesimulation of thenutrient processeswas
performed intwophases: acalibration andavalidation phase.During the calibration
phase only one field plot (forage maize without catch crop, fertilization levelof180
kg ha' N)was simulated and input parameters were adapted toobtain areasonable
fit of the simulation results. Only those parameters influencing denitrification and
mineralization needed tobe adjusted.
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During the validation phase the other variants were simulated keeping process
parameters identical to the calibration phase, except of course the site specific
meteorology andfertilizer inputdata.Simulation results wereevaluated by comparing
between measured and simulated values of:
- nitrate concentrations at a depth of 1m below the soil surface;
- crop uptake by forage maize (nitrogen in harvested parts of crop);
- mineral nitrogen present in the upper 60 cm of the soil.

4.2.3 Results
Some results of the calibration are presented in Figure 25. Simulated mineral N in
the layer 0-60 cm below soil surface (Fig. 25a) showed a fairly good comparison
between simulated and measured values; largest deviations occur in the summers of
the first four years. Simulated nitrate concentrations (Fig. 25b) at 1m below soil
surface are on average 9% below the measured values. Simulated crop uptake of
nitrogen isingood agreement withthemeasured uptake, onlyinthewetyearof 1993
the simulated value is too low. From a statistical evaluation (Kroes et al., 1996) it
appeared that the average deviation for mineral-N, nitrate-N and crop uptake is
respectively 33%,65% en 12%.
Results of the validation are presented in Figure 26 as time averaged results of
simulatedandmeasured valuesforthewholeperiod 1988-1994.Mineral-NandnitrateNarebased oncomparisonsforthosetimestepswheremeasurements tookplace;crop
uptake isbased on acomparison of annual harvested crop yields. Computed average
nitrate concentrations (Fig. 26b) shows a good agreement with the measured values.
The largest deviations are found for variants with high inorganic fertilization levels,
where a maximum overestimation of 28% occurred. Simulated mineral-N (Fig. 26a)
and crop uptake (Fig. 26c) tend to slightly underestimate and overestimate
measurements at resp. low and high fertilization levels. Other validations for forage
maize (Kroes et al., 1996) did not confirm this pattern. It has been concluded that
themodelperformance issatisfactory, but thenutrientuptakebyarablecrops requires
further study and an extended validation.
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Fig. 25 Calibration on Heino field experiment data: measured and simulated mineral N in 0-60
cm below soil surface (a), concentration of nitrate at 1 m below soil surface (b) and uptake of N
by crop (c);forage maize without catch crop and with afertilizer treatment of 200 kg ha' N
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Fig. 26 Validation on Heino field experiment data with different catch crops and different
fertilizer treatments: measured and simulated mineral N in 0-60 cm below soil surface (a), nitrate
concentration at 1 m below soil surface (b) and N-uptake (c)

4.3 Non-grazed grassland on a sandy soil

4.3.1 Introduction
Between 1980 and 1984 field research at an experimental farm in Ruurlo aimed to
quantify theinfluence ofdifferent application techniques on soilfertility, crop yields
and nitrate leaching. The data sets have been utilized by Jansen (1991b) to evaluate
the performance of the ANIMOmodel within the framework of a comparison of six
nitrate leaching models. The main characteristics of the Ruurlo field plots are:
soils are classified as loamy sand soils;
different fertilization levels and application techniques (both injection and surface
applications of slurry);
land use is grassland without grazing;
high water holding capacity.
Fielddatawerecollectedduringtheperiod 1980-1984,extensively publishedbyFonck
(1982a, 1982b, 1986a, 1986b, 1986c), Wadman and Sluysmans (1992) and Jansen
(1991b). Nitrate concentrations in soil water were measured and thenitrate leaching
mass flux was computed by means of model simulations of combined water and
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nitrogen transport. A more detailed report of the validation was given by Jansen et
al, (1991b) and Kroes et al, (1996).

4.3.2 Method
Hydrological simulations were carried outbyJansen (1991a) with theSWAP-model.
with measured values of:
- nitrate concentrations at 1m depth;
- N-uptake as found in all grassland cuttings;
- mineral nitrogen present in the upper 50 cm of the soil.
Nitrogen simulations were calibrated using the data of one fertilization experiment
(800 kg ha"1 N; 50% as artificial fertilizer and 50% as animal manure). The animal
manure (cattle slurry) was injected into the upper 10cm of the soil. The data of the
other seven experiments were used for model validation. Most important parameter
adaptations during the calibration phase were related to decomposition of organic
matter in the subsoil.
ANIMO simulation results were verified

4.3.3 Results
Results ofthecalibrationphase(Fig.27)generally exhibitagoodagreement between
simulated andmeasured values.Thetime series ofmineralnitrogen (Fig. 27a) shows
some deviations during peak periods but the average values fit well. The difference
between measured and simulated nitrate concentrations at 1 mdepth (Fig. 27b) does
not exceed 11%, which is acceptable. The calculated cumulative nitrogen uptake by
the grass shoots are in good agreement with the measured data (Fig. 27c). A more
detailed comparison of 33 grassland-cuttings (Kroes et al, 1996) has proved that
relatively large deviations per cutting for the year 1982 can occur, but the average
measured and computed values differ only 9.5% and is therefore quite acceptable.
Results of the model validation are given in Figure 28 showing the comparison of
time averaged simulated and measured results with respect to N-mineral, N0 3 concentration and N-uptake. The data relate to the whole experimentation period:
1980-1984. The storage of mineral-N in the toplayer (Fig. 28a) is simulated fairly
well; only two variants exhibit a deviation between measured and simulated values
greater than 20%.
The overall performance of the model is quite acceptable. Measured and simulated
values attheseplots arestillbelowtheECdrinking waterstandard (11.3mg.11 N0 3 N).N-yieldofthegrassland-cuttings issimulated fairly well.Themodel showsaslight
tendency tooverestimate cropuptake.Amoredetailed validation study (Kroeset ai,
1996) comprising all individual grassland-cuttings showed that relatively large
deviations can occur, but the average values fit fairly well.
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Fig. 27 Calibration Ruurlo: measured and simulated mineral N in 0-50 cm below soil surface (a),
concentration of nitrate at 1 m below soil surface (b) and uptake of N by crop (c) during period
1980-1984; variant with subsurface injection of cattle slurry 80 ton/ha and artificial fertilizer of
400 kg ha' (total fertilizer level of 800 kg ha' N)
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Fig. 28 Validation Ruurlo: measured and simulated mineral N in 0-50 cm below soil surface (a),
concentration of nitrate at 1 m below soil surface (b) and uptake of N by crop (c) average values
for period 1980-1984; grassland with different fertilizer
management

4.4 Winter wheat on silty loam soil

4.4.1 Introduction
Data of extensive field experiments were collected by Groot and Verberne (1991).
The objective of these experiments was to obtain reliable data sets on soil nitrogen
dynamics, nitrogen uptake, crop growth and crop development in different nitrogen
treatments for winter wheat during the growing season. Data from two experiments
were used to validate the ANIMO-modelon crop uptake by winter wheat and storage
of mineral nitrogen (Rijtema and Kroes, 1991). A summary of the validation using
data from the field experiment in Nagele (Fig. 24) is presented.

4.4.2 Method
The experimental fields at Nagele can be characterized as:
- soil unit: silty loam;
- groundwater level: 0.6 - 1.5 below surface;
- fertilization level: 110 and 150 kg ha 1 N, applied as artificial fertilizer.
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Crop and soil samples were taken at three week intervals before anthesis and at two
week interval after anthesis. Groundwater levels were measured during the growing
season of the year 1984. Daily weather data were available from the nearest
meteorological station. Soil moisture retention curves andhydraulic conductivity data
are reported by Groot and Verberne (1991). At each sampling date 0.5 m2 crop was
harvested in eight replicates for detailed plant analyses.
TheSWAP-modelwasapplied toprovide thehydrological datarequired bytheANIMO
model. For this purpose measured soil physical data have been used as input. The
SWAP-model was applied using measured groundwaterlevels as a lower boundary
condition.Thenitrogen dynamics wassimulated withversion 3.0 oftheANlMO-model.

4.4.3 Results
Themeasured and simulated uptakeofnitrogen during growth ispresented in Figure
29a for the field with afertilizer level of 110kg ha"1(Nl). It appears that measured
and simulated nitrogen uptake during growth agreereasonably well.Thetotal mineral
nitrogen present in the soil of theNl field during growth is given for the layer 0-40
cm in Figure 30a and for the layer 0-100 cm in Figure 30b. Figure 31 exhibits the
measured and simulated data separately for NH4-N (Fig. 31a) and N03-N (Fig. 31b)
for the layer 0-100 cm. Attention is focused on the fertilizer addition of 60 kg ha_1
Napplied atdaynumber 132whichisnot followed byanincrease inmineral nitrogen
inthemeasured data.The simulated data, however, showanincrease intotal mineral
nitrogen immediately after theapplication, followed byasharp reduction inthedays
after application. Nexttoanincreased cropuptake after thisN-dose alsoan increased
denitrification caused by temporal anaerobiosis due toheavy summer rains reduced
thequantity of mineral nitrogen inthe soil. The calculated total reduction in mineral
nitrogen in the soil follows the measured data reasonably.
Results of measured and simulated nitrogen uptake of two experimental field plots
are presented in Figure 29b. The two fields (N2 and N3) received fertilized equal
doses of nitrogen (150 kg ha_1).The measured data of both fields have been plotted
in Figure 29b to give an impression of the spatial variability of the measured data.
Thesimulated datafit reasonably wellwith themeasured results.Figure32aand 32b
depict the mineral nitrogen storage in the soil profile for the layer 0-40 and 0-100
cm respectively. The duplicate measurements give also an indication of the spatial
variability in measured mineral nitrogen data. The simulated data appear to describe
thetemporal variationinmineralnitrogen inthesoilfollowing thefertilizer additions
of60kgNatdaynumber 132andof40kg Natdaynumber 172correctly ascompared
with the measured data.
The overall performance of the ANlMO-model was jugded to be good, but the
simulation of reduced concentrations after fertilizer application inJune 1984 failed.
The most reasonable explanation for this phenomenon was the acclerated growth of
living soil biomass, which has not been formulated in the model still.
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Fig. 29 Measured and simulated N-uplake of winter wheat at Nagele; fertilizer
ha' N (a) and 150 kg ha1 N (b)
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Fig. 30 Measured and simulated soil mineral-N at Nagele, fertilizer level of 110 kg ha'1 N; soil
layers 0-40 cm (a) and 0-100 cm (b)
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Fig. 32 Measured and simulated soil mineral-N at Nagele, fertilizer level of 150 kg ha' N; soil
layers 0-40 cm (a) and 0-100 cm (b)

4.5 Grazed grassland on clay soil

4.5.1 Introduction
A research program at the experimental farm Waiboerhoeve (Lelystad) aimed to
analyse the influence of white clover on nitrate leaching and soil fertility in grazed
grassland. Animportant feature oftheresearch program wastocomparetwocomplete
dairy systems:agrassland and grass/clover system.Theexperiments were conducted
with different mixtures ofgrassland andwhiteclover andduring theperiod 1991-1994
the nitrate leaching was determined by incidental measurements of subsurface drain
water discharges andnitrate concentrations (Schils, 1994).To verify the preliminary
results andto analyse the nitrate load onsurface waterby different grass/clover fields,
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an additional research programme was conducted to quantify the nitrate leaching
during the season 1993/1994 (Kroes et al, 1996). Results of a comparison between
simulated andmeasured nitrate sub-surface dischargefrom agrass/clover pastureare
presented.

4.5.2 Method
The experimental fields at Lelystad can be characterized as:
- soil unit: clay;
- groundwater level: 0.5-2.0 m below soil surface;
- fertilization level :no artificial fertilizer and 220 kg ha' N by animal manure.
Quantification of mass-discharges of nitrate by subsurface drains was conducted by
sampling of discharge proportional water volumes and analysis on nitrate (Van den
Toorn et a/., 1994). The hydrological input required by the ANIMO model was
generated by the SWAP-model utilizing the soil physical properties derived from
standard soilmoisture retention curves(Wöstenetal, 1994)for thefour distinguished
soil horizons. A number of calibration runs are carried out with different values of
thesaturatedhydraulicconductivity andlowerboundary conditionuntilthemeasured
and simulated data with respect on groundwater levels and drain water discharges
fitted well.
Nitrogen dynamics was computed using the ANIMO-model version 3.4.2 Due to an
insufficient number of replicants, no data were available for an independent field
validation, soonlytheability oftheANIMO model toreproducethedynamic behaviour
of nitrate leaching as influenced by climatical conditions could be verified. The
empirical parameterspj andp 2 describing thevertical oxygendiffusion inthe soilgas
phase were adapted to obtain a good fit between simulated and measured values.

4.5.2 Results
Verification of nitrogen simulations took place by comparing the computed results
with the measured data. A fair agreement between the simulated and the measured
results was achieved for both the individual results (Fig. 33a) as well as for the
cumulative results (Fig. 33b). The largest deviation occured in the month of April
1994, where model simulations overestimated the water discharge. This deviation is
most probably caused by an overestimation of the saturated hydraulic conductivity
which incidentally caused an overestimation in simulated drain water discharge. It
hasbeen concluded thatthe ANIMOmodelisabletoreproducethedynamic behaviour
of the nitrate leaching reasonable. Better results can be achieved by implementing
preferential in both the hydrological and the nitrogen model.
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Fig. 33 Validation Lelystad: Measured and simulated nitrate drain discharge of afield cover by a
mixture of grass and clover in Lelystad; cumulative (a) and daily (b); period Jan.1994-April 1994

4.6 Phosphorus leaching from grassland on a sandy soil

4.6.1 Introduction
Intensivelandusewithhighfertilizer levelsresultedinhigh leachingofphosphorous
compounds to surface water and groundwater systems.During the years 1989-1994
theDLOWinandStaringCentrecarriedoutaresearchprogrammetoevaluateseveral
options to reduce phosphate leaching. Within this framework Kruyne etal, (1996)
validated the phosphate leaching as simulated by the ANIMO model.
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4.6.2 Method
The phosphate adsorption formulations were based on and parameterized by data
originating from laboratory experiments (Schoumans, 1995)andimplemented inthe
ANlMO-modelversion 3.5.The newformulation wascalibrated onmeasured data on
the penetration depth of the adsorbed phosphorus front and on the phosphate
concentration in the liquid phase of the soil. Measured data were obtained at the
experimental location in Putten (Schoumans and Kruijne, 1995). This field is
characterized by:
soil unit: 'Beekeerd soil';
groundwater level: 0.3 - 1.3 m below soil surface;
P-fertilization: no artificial fertilizer and 45 kg ha* P as animal manure.
The validation was carried out by comparing simulated phophorus mass discharges
towardsafield ditchwithmeasured data.Quantification ofmass-discharges ofPtook
place by analyses of P-concentrations in discharge proportionally collected water
samples.Ahistorical period of45yearswas simulated toinitializetheANlMO-model
andachieveagood approximation oftheinitial phosphorous sorption front. The final
results of this initialization period were the starting-point for the calibration and
validation phase.Thehydrology wassimulated withtheSWAP-modelusing thesecond
year to calibrate and the third year to validate on measured ground water levels and
water discharge to the ditch. Calibration was conducted by adaptation of the bottom
boundaryconditions,thedrainageparametersandthesoilphysicalparameters(Kruyne
etat, 1996).

4.6.3 Results
The calibration phase resulted in an acceptable fit of model results to the measured
data with respect to the sorbed phase and the liquid phase of the soil. Results of the
sorbedphase arepresented asmeasured and simulated fractions of phosphate-sorption
inrelation todepthin theupper 80cmofthe soil (Fig. 34a).Simulated and measured
values are presented as averaged values for the year 1992. Calculation of standard
deviation hasbeen based onmorethan20measurements. Resultsfor theliquid phase
relate to ortho-phosphate concentrations which have been presented asafunction of
depth (Fig. 34b).
The model validation was performed by comparison of calculated ortho-phosphate
loadstowardstheditch withmeasured values.Measured loadsrelatetoloadsascould
bedetermined asP-discharges attheendofafield ditch.Theresultsofthis validation
(Fig.35)show afair agreementbetween simulated andmeasured values.Otherresults
have been presented by Kruyne et al. (1996).
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Fig. 34 Calibration Putten: measured and simulated fractions (-) of phosphate-occupation
(a) and
ortho-phosphate concentrations (mg /"' P) in the liquid phase (b) in the upper 80 cm of the soil
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Fig. 35 Validation Putten: simulated (a) and measured loads (bj of ortho-phosphate
discharged by a field ditch
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4.7 Flower bulb soils

4.7.1 Introduction
Flowerbulbcultivation inTheNetherlandscan becharacterized asanintensive form
of agriculture with intensive use of fertilizers and pesticides. An important part of
this cultivation is situated at vulnerable weakly humous calcareous sandy soils.
Average phosphate surplusses during the eighties have been estimated at 220 kg a"1
P 2 0 5 (Steenvoorden etal., 1990).Environmental risks are considerable and research
has been conducted to gain quantitative insight to assess these risks. Part of this
researchprogrammewasalaboratory study ofphosphatereactionsincalcareous sandy
soils(Schoumans andLepelaar, 1995)resulting in analtenative sorption/ precipitation
formulation tobe implemented in the ANIMOmodel by an appropriate choice of the
input parameters. The formulation was verified on laboratory experiments and
validated under field conditions (Dijkstra et al., 1996).

4.7.2 Method
Atfirst, laboratory research employing batch experiments yieldedinformation onthe
sorption/precipitation mechanisms.Theresulting modelformulation hasbeen verified
incolumn leachingexperiments withtwosoilsamples.Fielddataonphosphate liquid
concentrations in soil, groundwater and drainwater have been used to validate the
model under field circumstances.
Twodifferent soiltypeshavebeenidentified asthemostimportantgroupstodescribe
the phosphate behaviour in flower bulb cultivated sandy soils: mud-flat sands and
coastal dune sands.Laboratory research yielded theparametrization ofthe Langmuir
relation describing the equilibrium sorption (Table 12).
Table 12 Parametrization of Langmuir equation describing the equilibrium sorption of phosphate
in calcareous sandy soils
Soil type

KL
(1mg 1 )

XemaxP04
(mmol kg ' P)

Mud-flat sands
Coastal dune sands

0.101
0.144

0.79
0.43

Explained variance
(%)
88
85

Laboratory data supported the assumption that the sorption/diffusive precipitation
reaction can be modelled according to a rate dependent Freundlich equation:
^jj

= *«* (KF [Caf2 [F]Nl - XP )
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where:
[Ca] :
[P]
XP
"-ads

KF
N,
N,

calcium concentration (mol 1')
phosphate concentration (mol 1')
content sorbed / precipitated phophate (mmol kg ' P)
rate coefficient (d"1)
sorption/precipitation coefficient (nmol kg1P)(mol1_1P) N1 (mol11P)N2
P-concentration exponent (-)
Ca-concentration exponent (-)

Seven soil samples have been treated in a series of experiments. The quantity of rate
dependentphosphate sorption/precipitation wasdeterminedfrom thetotal P-fixation
minus the calculated quantity assigned to the equilibrium sorption phase. For the
assessment oftheparameters describing theratedependentformulation, nodistinction
could be made between the two soil types. The resulting parametrization reads:KF
= 600908, kads =0.02529, Nj = 1.024 and N2=0.732 and the percentage explained
variance was 89,5% (Schoumans and Lepelaar, 1995).
Verification oftheseparameters wasperformed bycomparingsimulated andmeasured
effluent concentrations ofaleaching experiment. Twosoilsampleshavebeen loaded
by flushing with a phosphate influent concentration of 50 mg.1"1 P (pH=&). After
saturation, the equilibrium sorption phase was removed by leaching with a zerophosphate concentration. This experiment was simulated by the ANIMOmodel using
the data concerning the experimental circumstances asinput data and assuming that
the influence of the organic phosphate cycle could be neglected. The rate constant
refers totheadsorption reaction, whilstthebackward reaction wasassumed tobezero.
P-concentration (mg/1)

2.40
9.60

4.80

7.20

9.60

12.00
Number of column refreshments

Fig. 36 Breakthrough curves of phosphate leaching experiments conducted with two soil samples
originating from 0-25 cm depth (left) and 52-72 depth (right)

Theresults showafairly goodperformance ofthemodel.Thesimulated concentrations
agreereasonably wellwiththemeasured values.Itcanbeconcludedthattheproposed
process formulation and derived set of parameters is able to describe the average
phosphate concentrations in homogeneous calcareous sandy soils.
Field measurements included collection of hydrological data and data concerning
nutrientconcentrations insoilmoistureanddrain water.Thehydrological conditions
oftheexperimental field arecharacterized byagroundwaterlevel at0.6-1.0mdepth,
adrain spacing of 5m andsprinkling during spring and summerseason. Oncein four
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12.00

years, a six week inundation period of the soil profile is established to remedy
biological soilcontamination. Noanimalmanure isdosedforfertilization, but organic
compost is applied to prevent wind erosion of soil particles. During winter time,the
fields are covered by straw to protect young flower bulbs for freezing.
In this study, the soil management, thematerial inputs andthenutrient extraction by
the flower bulb crops were quantified and the initial condition with respect to the
phosphate content of the soil was estimated from soil analyses.

4.7.3 Results
Simulation runs for validation purposes were carried out for a two-year period.
HydrologicalinputdatatotheANIMOmodelweregeneratedbytheSWAPmodelusing
measured moisture retention curves and measured hydraulic properties. The lower
boundary of themodel was described by the drainage characteristics as found in the
field. The ANIMO model was calibrated on the basis of a qualitative comparison
between simulated and measured values.Results of thephosphate concentrations of
the soil water phase at different depths in one of the two soil profiles at the St.
Maartensbrug site have been depicted in Figure 37. Only minor adaptations of the
initial distribution between the quantities present in the equilibrium sorption phase
and the rate dependent sorption/precipitation phase were applied.
0.4msimulated
0.6msimulated
1.0 msimulated
1.4m simulated

0.4mobserved
0.6 mobserved
1.0 mobserved
1.4 mobserved
Concentration
P0 4 -P (mg.dm 3 )

3-

Concentration
Organic-P (mg.dm" )
x4.23

3-

o

1992

1993

1992

1993

Fig. 37 Measured and simulated ortho-phosphate and dissolved organic phosphate concentrations
in soil water at 40 cm, 80 cm, 100 cm and 140 cm depth

The dynamics ofthesimulated ortho-phosphate concentrations at40and 60cmbelow
soil surface agreesfairly well withthemeasured values,butdynamicsofthetheortho-
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P concentrations at 100 and 140 depth could not be reproduced. The organic-P
concentrations are described satisfactorily by the model.
The field validation was carried out by an evaluation of the simulated drainwater
concentrations (Fig. 38). Both the measured and the simulated concentrations are
within the same range while the measured concentrations show a greater variation.
The dynamic behaviour of the simulation run is mainly caused by the dynamics of
dissolved organic phosphate. This agrees with the dynamics of the ortho-P
concentration in the upper groundwater zone.The model was unable to simulate the
measuredshorttermdynamicsofphosphate concentrations indrainagewater.Forthe
purpose of long term predictions, the model performance is judged to be usefull.
Concentration
P-lotal (mg.dm3)
3n

Observed
- Simulated

Fig. 38 Measured and simulated total-P concentrations in drainwater of a St. Maartensbrug
flower bulbfield plot

Validation on the concentrations of another drain situated at a distance of 200 m
relative to the experimental drain considered in this paragraph resulted to a worse
result.Thismay beduetothesoilheterogeneity within thecatchment areaofthedrain
tubes and due to the uncertainty of the initial occupation of the soil complex with
phosphate and the initial distribution of sorbed phosphate.
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5 REGIONAL MODEL APPLICATIONS

5.1 Introduction
The aim of the ANIMO model is to serve as a tool for evaluation of fertilization
strategies and water management measures on nutrient leaching to groundwater and
surface watersystemsataregional scale.Soonafter thefirst field validations became
available in 1987and 1988,themodel was applied attheregional scale (Drentetal.,
1988).Regionalapplicationsnearlyallwaysincludedcomparisonsbetweenmeasured
field data and simulated values, but at such a scale only a tentative verification has
beenpossibleratherthanathorough validationduetotheenormousdatarequirement.
The model was applied for different Dutch conditions with respect toclimate, soils,
croppingpattern andfertilization strategies onaregional scale which varied from the
wholeofTheNetherlandstospecific catchments.Figure39refers totheregions where
the ANIMO model has been applied. In this chapter, three examples of model
applications will be treated:
National study on leaching of nutrients to groundwater and surface water in
the framework of a water management policy analysis in The Netherlands.
Regional study onleaching ofphosphate from P-saturated soilsinthe Eastern,
Central and Southern sand districts of The Netherlands (Fig. 39, left).
Regional study on the load on groundwater and surface water systems as
influenced byfertilization levelsdifferentiated todifferent landusetypes from
thepoint of view of town and country planning and water management in the
Beerze-Reusel catchment in the Southern part of The Netherlands (Fig. 39,
right).
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Fig. 39 Four regional applications of the ANMO-modelin The Netherlands: phosphorus leaching
from sandy soils (left); nutrient leaching in the regions Berambacht, Schuitenbeek and BeerzeReusel (right)

Other regional studies pertain to the Southern-Peel region (Drent et al, 1988), the
Schuitenbeek catchment (Kruijne and Schoumans, 1995) and the peat pasture area
in theBergambacht polder (Hendriks etal, 1994)arenotmentioned inthis discussion
for reasons of conciseness.

5.2 Leaching of nitrogen and phosphorus from rural areas to surface
waters in The Netherlands

5.2.1 Introduction
In the framework of the Policy Analysis of Water Management in The Netherlands
the ANlMO-model was applied twice: for the Third (NW3;Uunk, 1991) and for the
Fourth (NW4; Boers et al, 1997). National Policy Document. In both applications
the model was used to analyse the effects of different scenarios of fertilizer
management onnitrogen andphosphorus leaching from rural areasintoDutch surface
waters. Both studies were initiated and funded by the Institute for Inland Water
Management andWasteWaterTreatment (RIZA,Lelystad, TheNetherlands) and aimed
at a reduction of eutrofication of surface waters. The leaching studies were carried
outinclosecooperation withRIZA, andtheDELFTHYDRAULICS. Theresultsfrom these
studieshavebeenusedby DELFTHYDRAULICS andRIZA asinputinformation inmodels
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describing the distribution of surface water and the quality of major surface water
systems in The Netherlands.

5.2.2 Methodology
A model instrument consisting of a schematization procedure, a static model for
fertilizer additions and dynamic models for water transport in soil (DEMGEN) and
nutrient leaching to groundwater and surface water (ANIMO)(Fig.40) was developed
andapplied.Thefertilizer distribution modelpredicted theimpact ofpolicy intentions
ontheshortterm andlongtermfield additions.Dynamicmodelsforwaterand nutrient
behaviourinsoilswereinevitablyrequiredbecauseofthecombinedimpactofseasonal
variations in meteorology, hydrology and timing of fertilizer applications, which is
essential for the leaching of N and P to surface waters.
Geohydrology

Drainage

Soil
physics

Soil
chemistry '

Spatial
schematization

Hydrological
model
(DEMGEN)

Fertilizer
distribution model

model
•1 instrument

Nutrientleaching
modelANIM03.5

jm
N-,P-load
groundwater

N-, P-load
surfacewater

[N03-N]
ground-,
surfacewater

Fig. 40 Model instrument and main data flow

The first step in the application of the model instrument was the determination of a
spatialschematization.Basicdatarelatedtometeorology,geohydrology anddrainage
conditions originating from the Institute for Inland Water Management and Waste
Water Treatment and data related to soil physics, soil chemistry and land use
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originating from the DLO Winand Staring Centre were used to arrive at a set of
calculation units (plots).Oncethespatial schematization wasestablished, thehydrology of the soil system for each plot was simulated by the DEMGEN model. The
fertilizer distribution was assessed by the DELFTHYDRAULICS. Results of both types
ofcomputations weretransmittedtoSC-DLO,whoappliedthenutrientleaching model
to simulate the behaviour of N andP in the soil. These simulations generated N and
Pmass balances ofeachplot.TheNandPloadstowardssurface water systemscould
be derived on the basis of these results.
The ANIMOmodel requires a good estimate of the initial distribution of N, P and C
compounds in solidand liquidphaseofthesoil system,becausepoorinitial conditions
will cause error propagation. However, it isalmost impossible to estimate the initial
penetration of N andP fronts in the soil and the distribution of compounds overdifferent pools oforganicmatter (including characteristic C/N and C/Pratios and decay
rates). Therefore thedecision was made to simulate ahistorical period from 1940to
theyearwhich servedtoevaluatehistoricalsimulationsresultstoletthenutrientmodel
generate its own initial conditions. Evaluation years were 1985 for NW3 and 1993
for NW4.Results ofthe evaluation year wereused to verify the initial conditions by
making atentativecomparison betweenmeasured andsimulateddataandwereutilized
as initial conditions for future scenarios (untill 2045).Results from the hydrological
model for the period 1971 to 1985 were used as input for nutrient simulations of
history and scenarios. The fertilizer distribution model produced types and level of
annualfertilizer applications.Datawithrespectto thetimeofapplication andthekind
offertilizer management were collected by SC-DLOandprocessed to generate yearly
input files. Finally results were analysed using general statistics, in the latest NW4study within a GIS environment.

5.2.3 Results
Thisparagraph describesresults ofthemostrecent studyperformed inthe framework
of the Fourth National Policy Document on Water Management in The Netherlands
(NW4). Validation of initial simulations to assess the environmental pollution and
the store of minerals in soils in the evaluation year was conducted by comparing
simulated and measured concentrations in groundwater and surface water systems.
Special attention waspaid tothevalidation ofthedischargetosurface water systems.
Therefore three regions with different soil units were selected: a clay, a peat, and a
sandy region. The nutrient leaching model does not include the hydraulic, chemical
and biological processes taking place in surface water systems. During the winter
period, low temperatures will prevail and process rates will be low. Relatively high
discharges in winter cause low residence times and will minimize the influence of
processes in the surface water. Consequently, a comparison of winter discharges to
the surface water system with measured concentrations in the surface water system
can be made more safely than a comparison of summer discharges. An example of
a validation result of the nitrogen concentration in the sandy region 'Schuitenbeek'
located in the central part of The Netherlands is given in Figure 41.
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• simulatedemission by soil waterleaching
• measuredimmision in surface water systems
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Fig. 41 N concentrations (mg l' N) in water leaching during the winter period from the soil
towards surface waters (simulated) and concentrations in surface waters (measured) in the region
'Schuitenbeek'

Five fertilizer scenarios were simulated. Only three will be briefly discussed here:
twoextremescenarios andonescenariorepresenting, asgoodaspossible,thepresent
policy as formulated by the Dutch Government in 1995 (scenario 'policy'). Oneextreme scenario represents a continuation of the fertilizer use in 1993 (scenario
'present'),theotherextremescenariorepresentsaprohibitionoffertilizer use(scenario
'zero'). Thescenario 'policy' isaimedatreaching abalancebetween fertilizer levels,
crop uptake and an acceptable loss of nutrients. In the fertilizer distribution model
these acceptable losses were converted into fertilizer levels by adding estimates for
crop uptake.
Computed nitrate concentrations in groundwater as aresult of the scenario 'present'
and the scenario 'policy' are given in Figure 42 for 1985 and in Figure 43for 2015.
The European nitrate directive for drinking water will be exceeded in 30%and 10%
oftheruralareawhenthefertilization scenario 'present' respectively scenario 'policy'
will be implemented.
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Fig.42 Nitrate concentrations ingroundwater in 1985 asa resultofhistorical landuse
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Fig. 43Nitrate concentrations ingroundwater in2015asa result offertilization according tothe
scenario 'policy'

Scenario results pertaining the nitrogen and phosphorus leaching from soils to surface
watersystemsinTheNetherlands aredepictedinFigure44andFigure45.To minimize
thefluctuationscaused bydifferent meteorological conditions,theresults are presented
asa 'running' averageoverperiodsof 15 years.
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Fig. 44Nitrogen leaching (kgha' a' N)from soils ofrural areas tosurface water systems in
The Netherlands ascalculated for the scenarios: 'present', 'policy' and 'zero'
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Fig. 45Phosphorus leaching (kgha' a' P205) from soils ofrural areas tosurface water systems
in The Netherlands ascalculated for the scenarios: 'present', 'policy' and 'zero'

The difference between the nitrogen results ofthe scenarios 'present' and'zero' is
large. Results from 'present' forthe year 2045 show aleaching ofnitrogen which
is six times higher than the leaching from 'zero'. The same scenarios show that the
leaching ofphosphorus inthe'present' scenario is about twice ashigh asthatof
'zero'. These scenario results indicate the maximum reduction that canbeachieved
iffertilization isstopped.Intheyear2045,thescenario 'policy' resultedinaleaching
of nitrogen ofabout 50%ofthe leaching that resulted from scenario 'present'. The
phosphorus leaching from 'policy' isabout 70% of theleaching from 'present'. The
phosphorus leaching from thescenario 'policy' isalmostconstantfrom 1985onward.
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5.3 Simulation of phosphate leaching in catchments with phosphate
saturated soils

5.3.1 Introduction
Some rural regions in The Netherlands show an intensive agricultural activity with
very high livestock densities. Especially on sandy soils which are characterized by
a small buffer capacity for phosphate,high doses of animal slurries andmanure lead
to substantial phosphate surpluses. As a result, present phosphate leaching in these
area exceeds threshold values for surface water quality and adverse effects on the
surface water quality occur. To investigate whether the phosphate leaching can be
decreased by limiting the allowed P surplus, a modelling study was carried out to
evaluate the effects of different fertilization scenario's (Groenenberg et al, 1996).

5.3.2 Methodology
To estimate the phosphate leaching from soils in the area with sandy soils and a
manuresurplusinTheNetherlands,simulationswerecarriedoutwithdynamicmodels.
The hydrology was simulated with the simple, two layer dynamic WATBAL model
(Berghuis-vanDijk, 1985).Nutrientrelatedprocessesweresimulated withtheANIMO
model. Computations were made for about 2100 units unique in soil chemistry, soil
physics, hydrology, historic phosphate load and land use. After initialization of the
modelswiththehistoricphosphateloads,twodifferent scenario'swererunfor aperiod
of 60 years.
The methodology and models were verified on the Schuitenbeek catchment. In this
catchment, measurements ofphosphate leaching andphosphate concentrations were
available for the period 1990-1993 which allow a comparison of simulated with
measured values.Results oftheverification show thatthesimulated phosphate saturation as a function of soil depth was within the range of measure values. Results,
however, alsoindicatethatthesimulatedphosphate front is sharperthan the measured
onewhich causes leaching andconcentrations ofphosphatethat are somewhat lower
thanthemeasured data,especially for groundwaterregime classV/V*.The comparison
was hampered by the fact that the hydrologie years 1990-1993 were not in the
meteorological data set used to compute the hydrology.

5.3.3 Results
In the first scenario, aphosphate surplus of 10kgha' P2Os was used whereas in the
second scenario a surplus of 40 kg ha"1 P 2 0 5 was used. The effects of the scenario's
wasevaluated onsome selectedplots.From theseplotcalculationsitcanbeconcluded
that leaching at the level of the average highest ground water level (GHG) tends to
the level of the added surplus. Leaching fluxes towards surface waters increase with
the +40kg scenario, withthe +10kg scenario leaching fluxes are stabilized. Results
of the scenario runs for the entire sandy area show that almost all evaluated units,
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the units with groundwater regime classes I up to V*, have a phosphate saturation
higher than 25% which means that these units are phosphate saturated. This is in
accordance with results from Groenenberg et al., (1996). Phosphate leaching and
phosphate concentration for the +10kg scenario hardly increased between year 20
and year 50 (Fig. 46) of the scenario run. For the +40 kg scenario, however, an
increase in time for both concentration and leaching is simulated.
Afirst tentative assessment wasmadeoftheeffects ofachemical treatmenttoreduce
theleaching ofphosphate,by assumingthatthistreatmentwasapplied onall strongly
P saturated soilsineach catchment. Infield experiments (Kruijne etai, 1996)itwas
shownthatthistreatmentreducesPleachingby about 70%.Results showed that such
a measure can only reduce P leaching on catchment level if a scenario with a low
P surplus for the other soils (with a P saturation < 75%) is used. In that case a
reduction ofmaximal 20-30%inphosphate leaching wascalculated. Higher reduction
percentages are possibly only feasible in small (sub) catchments. In case of a larger
surplus (40 kg), the positive effects of a chemical treatment for very strongly P
saturated soils are diminished by an increased P leaching from other soils.

kg.ha '.a ' (P,Os)

CZ3
1 1
iiiiB

mi
•B

Fig. 46 Phosphate leaching (kg ha' a1 P205) from sandy soils of rural areas to surface water
systems as resulting from a scenario with 50 years of phosphate surplus of 10 kgha'a'
P205.
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5.4 Beerze Reusel catchment

5.4.1 Introduction
Prohibition of groundwater withdrawal for sprinkling of grassland is considered as
acombativemeasure totheregionallowering ofgroundwater levels.However, arise
ofthewatertablepossiblyimpliesundesirableenvironmental impacts.Also,theraise
of surface water levels which lead to swamp conditions are considered as possible
measures to stimulate the evolution of former agricultural soils to wet nature areas.
However, this type of water management can yield an undesirable increase of the
nutrient leaching to surface water systems.
The study aimed at the quantification of the differences of nutrient discharges to
groundwater and surface water as a consequence of the water management
interference. In the framework of a regional study in the Beerze Reusel catchment
inthesouthernpartofTheNetherlands,theimpactofraised waterlevelswere studied
in the Beerze Reusel catchment in the Southern part of The Netherlands

5.4.2 Methodology
Nitrogen andphosphorousbalances andnutrientloadsonsurface water systemswere
computed for different typesofwatermanagement measures withintegrated regional
models for watermanagement and groundwater flow. Theregional groundwaterflow
modelSIMGRO (QuernerandVanBakel, 1988)wasusedtosimulatetheweekly water
balances of 189subregionsforameteorological seriesof 15years.TheSIMGRO model
is an integrated hydrological model which comprises the unsaturated zone, the
saturated zone and the surface water system. The saturated zone module consists of
aquasi-three dimensional finite elementmodelusing animplicit calculation scheme.
The saturated zone is subdivided into aquitards with vertical flow and aquifers with
horizontal flow. Inthetoplayersofthe saturated zonedifferent drainage systems can
be introduced. The unsaturated zone is modelled as two reservoirs: one for the root
zoneandoneforthesubsoil.Thestorageofwaterintherootzoneisconsidered along
with extractions and inflows. From the subsoil waterbalance, the phreatic surface
elevation is calculated using astorage coefficient. Theunsaturated zone isrelated to
land use on asub-regional level. Subregions arechosen tohave relative uniform soil
properties and hydrologie conditions. The discharge from the saturated zone is
influenced bythehydraulicproperties ofthesurface water systembymeansof storage
function and a discharge function which relates the drainage level to the discharge
of a subregion.
In the Beerze-Reusel model, each sub-region was covered by maximal 10types of
land uses. The results of the SIMGROmodel were verified with a limited number of
groundwater elevation time seriesandestimated annual waterdischarges of somesubcatchments. Aqualitative verification was conducted by a comparison of simulated
and measured groundwater elevation maps for two points in time. The results were
used as hydrological input to the ANIMO model.
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Since the ANIMOmodel only describes the nutrient leaching as a local flow through
avertical column, the setof models was extended by anutrient model simulating the
transport ofnutrientsindeeperregional flow systems.Interactionsbetween subregions
via the groundwater system are accounted for by linking the ANIMO model to the
modelAQUIMIX(Fig.47)which hasbeen developed for thetransport of N-compounds
and phosphate in the aquifer system. It considers the reduction of the nitrate
concentration in the aquifer oxidation of organic matter and pyrite. The AQUIMIX
model calculates per nodal point and per layer the regional solute transport and the
geochemical processes in the saturated zone with time steps of Vtto 1years. The
calculated concentrations in the top layer of AQUIMIXat the end of the time step are
the input concentrations for upward seepage in the ANIMOmodel.

ANIMO

First aquifer

Aquitard

Second aquifer
Area influence !
nodal point '

Fig. 47 Linking of the ANIMO model to a groundwater quality model AQUIMIX to account for
regional interactions between infiltration areas and exfiltration areas

Thehistorical andthefuture fertilizer applications were simulated bytheSLAPPmodel
(Van Walsum, 1988), which is based on linear programming principles and some
assumptions with respect to the mineral requirement of crops and to the activity of
nutrients in different types of manure.
This model configuration has been used to evaluate the environmental impacts with
respecttoreductionsofpermitted fertilization levels,thecreation ofnewnature areas
by the abolishment of fertilization (topic related totown and country planning), and
watermanagement strategies such as the prohibition of groundwater withdrawal for
sprinkling purposes and the raise of the groundwater elevation to stimulate the
generation of new nature areas. The research project was carried out in four phases:
1.
Data-acquisition,schematizationoftheregionandsimulationofhydrology (Van
der Bolt et al, 1996a).
2.
Estimationoffertilizerdistribution andsimulationofhistoricalmineralcharging
of soils and present environmental pollution by nitrogen and phosphorus
compounds (Van der Bolt et al, 1996b).
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3.

4.

Prediction ofenvironmentalimpacts ascaused bythereduction of fertilization
levels.Effects ofdifferentiated permittedfertilization levelswithrespecttoland
use types as defined by the town and country planning by national and
provincial authorities were studied (Van der Bolt et al, 1996c).
Prediction of the nutrient load on groundwater and surface water systems as
influenced by a set of water management measures (Groenendijk and Van der
Bolt, 1996).

5.4.3 Results
Results presented below arerelated tothe fourth phase of theresearch project which
studied the impact of hydrological interferences. One of thehydrological scenario's
contained theprohibition of groundwater withdrawal for sprinkling purposes. In the
reference situation,only dry sensitivepastures wereirrigated duringdroughtperiods.
On sandy soils which are sensitive to drought, the sprinkling prohibition results in
a rise of the groundwater. A complete stop of sprinkling, whilst equal fertilization
doses are applied, will lead to an increase of the average nitrate concentration in
groundwater in areas characterized by arelative high sprinkling requirement (Table
13). The moisture deficit causes a decrease of crop dry matter production and as a
consequence also a diminished mineral uptake by plant roots. The extra nitrogen
surplus leaches to the groundwater zone and causes a slight increase of the nitrate
concentration.
Table 13 Average nitrate concentration of groundwater in areas covered by grassland, classified
by the average annual sprinkling requirement
Sprinkling requirement
(mm a"1)

Nitrate concentration (mg.r1 N03-N)
Sprinkled

0 - 50
50 - 100
> 100

3.6
14.3
16.9

Sprinkling prohibited
3.5
14.7
20.2

In the brook valleys with shallow groundwater levels, the nitrate concentrations
were already low and change is expected. It was concluded that fine tuning of farm
management andfertilization strategies onwatermanagement measures are necessary
to avoid adverse environmental impacts.
Another water management scenario was defined to study the impacts of raising
groundwater levelsby watermanagement.Within thefuture natureareas,thebottom
offield ditchesraised andinthe agricultural areaswaterconservation measures were
applied.Water conservation wasassumedbyweirmanagement during thespring and
thesummerseason.Thesetypesofhydrologicalinterferences arerelevantasameasure
to prevent negative effects on ecology.
A special variant of this hydrological scenario comprised the restauration of the
historical flow regime properties of semi-natural streams. Thebottom of the streams
wereraised andthehydraulicresistancesenlarged by anincreased length ofthestream
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bed. Results of the simulated groundwater levels during spring time are depicted in
Figure 48. Compared to the package of hydrological measures to raise groundwater
elevations by less favourable drainage conditions, the restauration of the historical
stream properties leads to an additional raise of groundwater levels. Conveyance of
theprecipitation surplus through thedrainage system willbehampered andwill lead
to an additional raise of water levels in canals and field ditches.
Hydrological reference
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Fig. 48 Mean groundwater level during spring (left) raise of spring level resulted from the raise
of third order drainage leveland the weir management during summer (middle) and the additional
raise of the spring level caused by the restauration of the historical flow regime of streams

The raise of groundwater levels induces wetter soil conditions which results in an
increase ofdenitrification and toadecrease ofmineralization. The additional increase
of the groundwater elevation by the restauration of the historical flow regimes of
natural steams leads to an additional decrease of nitrate concentrations (Fig. 49).
Based on the results of each sub-area, the results with respect to the P-leaching to
surface waterhavebeen aggregated tosub-catchment level.Allsub-catchments show
an increase of P-discharge to surface water (Fig. 50).Thephosphate load on surface
waterin these areas is 5times ashigh as the P-discharge outside the stream valleys.
The raise of water tables due to the nature oriented water management will lead to
aconsiderable increaseofP-discharge inthefuture natureareas.Higher groundwater
elevations lead toan increase of shallow water dischargethrough phosphate rich soil
layers.The raise ofgroundwater generates adverse conditions from thepoint of view
from eutrofication by phosphates. The additional raise of the groundwater elevation
whichisaccompanied bytheretardation of surface waterdischarge leadsinsomesubcattchments to a slight decrease of phosphate leaching, compared to the phosphate
discharge which results from the watermanagement package without the adjustment
oftheflow regimeofthestreams,whileinothersub-catchments aslightincrease will
occur. The average P-load on surface water systems shows an increase from 1.0 kg
ha_1a' to 1.4 kg ha"1 a"1 as aresult from the water management measures, while the
additional raise of groundwater elevations causes acounter balancing effect and the
average P-load amounts to 1.2 kg ha 1 a 1 .
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Effects ofincreased mobilization ofdissolved phosphatecompounds induced by soil
chemical reactions which will occur under these anaerobic circumstances have not
beentaken intoaccount.Therefore, thecalculated increaseofphosphateleaching has
to be considered as a prudent prediction.
Hydrological reference

Swamp conditions and waterconservation
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Fig. 49 Nitrate concentration in the reference situation predicted for areas covered by grassland
(left) decrease of nitrate concentration as resulted from the raise of third order drainage leveland
the weir management during summer (middle) and the additional decrease of the nitrate
concentration caused by the restauration of the historical flow regime of streams (right)
Hydrological reference
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Fig. 50 P-leaching to surface water in the reference situation (left), P-discharge as resulted from
the raise of third order drainage leveland the weir management during summer (middle) and the
additional raise of the spring level caused by the restauration of the historical flow regime of
streams (right)
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Annex 1 List of symbols
a
A
B
Aae
AB
CH
ceq
cw
cwe
c'
c*eq
c0
c,
cp
cpl
c
opn'< copi,2
cnu
c0N
cNH4
cN03
c0P
cp04
Ci_,
,.,
ct
,
cg
CIN
CIP
Dg
D0
Dw
Dm
D„
Dh
DM
Ddis
Ddjf
Et
EX
Etre
Etpol
ƒ„
fr
/8
fpH
f„
ƒ,
ƒ•ƒ„
kp,
f"iJtt
f°
fh
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assimilation efficiency (-)
constant in the numerical solution of the convection dispersion equation (d"')
constant in the numerical solution of the convection dispersion equation (kg m"3 d"1)
aerated area (m 2 )
annual temperature amplitude (°C)
differential heat capacity of t h e soil (J m 3 ° C ' )
phosphate liquid concentration equilibrium (buffer concentration) (kg m" 3 )
dissolved oxygen concentration in the saturated soil phase (kg m"3)
dissolved oxygen concentration at equilibrium with oxygen in soil gas p h a s e (kg m"3)
content of a substance (kg m"3)
hypothetical equilibrium concentration for computation of phosphate distribution over
rate dependent sorption sites (kgm" 3 )
liquid concentration in the surficial reservoir (kg m 3 )
liquid concentration in the first soil layer (kg m ' )
liquid concentration in precipitation water (kgm" 3 )
liquid concentration in plant tissues (kg m"3)
optimal concentrations in the transpiration flux (kgm"3)
liquid concentration of dissolved organic matter (kg m 3 )
liquid concentration of dissolved organic nitrogen (kg m"3)
liquid concentration of NH 4 -N (kg m 3 )
liquid concentration of N 0 3 - N (kg m 3 )
liquid concentration of dissolved organic p h o s p h o r u s (kg m"3)
liquid concentration of P 0 4 - P (kg m~3)
liquid concentration in an adjacent upstream soil layer (kg m' 3 )
time averaged liquid concentration in an adjacent upstream soil layer (kg m~3)
liquid concentration in soil layer i (kg nT3)
time averaged liquid concentration in soil layer i (kg m 3 )
oxygen concentration in soil g a s phase (kg nV3)
carbon nitrogen weigth ratio of organic c o m p o u n d s (-)
carbon phosphorus weigth ratio of organic c o m p o u n d s (-)
oxygen diffusion coefficient in the soil gas p h a s e ( m 2 d ')
oxygen diffusion coefficient in free atmosphere ( m 2 d"1)
oxygen diffusion coefficient in water (m 2 d"1)
damping depth of heat transport in soil (m 2 d"1)
coefficient expressing the numerical dispersion ( m 2 d ')
heat diffusivity (m 2 d"1)
apparent dispersion coefficient ( m 2 d"1)
natural dispersion coefficient ( m 2 d ')
diffusion coefficient (m z d"1)
error propagation factor according to Von N e u m a n n - m e t h o d (-)
content of root exudates (kg m 3 )
real transpiration ( m d"')
potential transpiration (m d"1)
multiplication factor for the influence of limited soil aeration (-)
multiplication factor for the influence of temperature (-)
multiplication factor for the influence of drought stress (-)
multiplication factor for the influence of pH (-)
fraction of the runoff that passes the surficial reservoir (-)
fraction of the runoff that passes the first model compartment (-)
weight fraction of organic material i attributed to class fn (-)
first order rate coefficient for decomposition of organic class fit (-)
weight fraction of dissolved organic matter of applied organic material i
attributed to class fn (-)
organic fraction of the applied material i (-)
fraction of fresh organic matter which is not subject to solubilization (-)
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ratio between organic transformation rate when only nitrate-oxygen is available and the
transformation rate under fully aerated circumstances (-)
weight fraction of N O r N of the applied material (-)
nitrogen weight fraction of organic material assigned to class fit (-)
weigth fraction of NH4-N of the applied material (-)
volatilization fraction of ammonium (-)
minimum nitrogen weight fraction of grass roots dry matter (-)
minimum nitrogen weigth fraction of grass shoots dry matter (-)
maximum nitrogen weigth fraction of grass shoots dry matter (-)
nitrate-N weigth fraction of grass shoots dry matter (-)
total-N weigth fraction of grass shoots dry matter (-)
reduction factor for limited dry matter production due to lack of nutrients (-)
cloudiness factor (-)
shoot fraction (-)
dry matter weight fraction of biomass (-)
fraction of grazing losses (-)
fraction of harvest losses (-)
nutrient stress tolerance factor (fraction of cumulative uptake below which
nutrient shortage results in unrecoverable crop damage) (-)
apparent adsorption isotherm, used in the non-linear kinetic sorption formulation
of phosphates (kg kg"')
nitrogen weight fraction of dry matter of productive parts of arable crops (-)
phosphorus weight fraction of dry matter of productive parts of arable crops (-)
phosphorus weight fraction of organic material assigned to class fir (-)
minimum phosphorus weigth fraction of grass shoots dry matter (-)
minimum phosphorus weigth fraction of grass roots dry matter (-)
drainage level (m)
height of the phreatic groundwater level at half of the drain distance (m)
height of the water level in drain system ( (m)
phreatic groundwater level (m)
thickness of the homogeneous soil layer (m)
content of organic material present in humus/biomass pool (kg m 3 )
counter (-)
runoff solute flux (kg m"2 d ' )
vertical solute flux (kg m 2 d ' )
flux of dissolved organic nitrogen (kg m 2 d"1)
flux of ammonium-N in the liquid phase (kg m 2 d"1)
flux of nitrate (kg m 2 d"1)
flux of dissolved organic phosphorus (kg m 2 d ')
flux of phosphate-P in the liquid phase (kg m"2 d'1)
water flux (m d ')
transmissivity (m2 d"1)
counter (-)
reference value of first order rate constants (d"')
Langmuir sorption coefficient (m3 kg"')
Freundlich sorption coefficient (...)
apparent linear sorption coefficient (m3 kg ')
first order rate constant of adsorption (d"')
first order rate constant of desorption (d 1 )
drainage rate (m3 m"3 d"1)
first order rate constant of decomposition of dissolved organic compounds (d"')
first order rate constant of decomposition of exudates (d ')
linear adsorption coefficient (m 3 kg"1)
first order rate coefficient of decomposition (d"')
zero order production term (kg m 3 d ')
rate constant accounting for nitrogen diffusion to grass roots (d"')
first order rate constant for death rate of grass roots (d"')
first order rate constant for nitrification (d 1 )
drain distance (m)
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M6l
M
Nlx
N
Ndr
Nr
Mt(t)
Om/n(t)
ONfr(t)
OPjJt)
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Pm
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q„e„
q
qp
q,
qes
qT
qv
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AQsgr
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Qsref
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Rgas
Rp
Rd
Ru
Rx
RO(t0+At)
RO(t0)
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T
Tref
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U(t)
U',\ U"2
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release of material from the surficial reservoir during the time increment (kgm" 2 )
dose of material application (kgm"2)
number of live stock units (-)
number of soil pores in a unit volume (-)
total n u m b e r of drain systems present (-)
number of compartments in the root zone (-)
dry matter weight of material i (kgm"2)
dry matter content of organic class fn (kg m"3)
dry matter content of organic nitrogen assigned to class fn (kgm"3)
dry matter content of organic phosphorus assigned to class fit (kgm"3)
pressure difference between air phase and water phase in a soil pore (Pa)
parameters of the function describing the diffusion coefficient as a
function of volumetric gas content (-)
total phosphor content (kg m' 3 )
standard dry matter accumulation (kg m 3 )
nett p r e c i p i t a t i o n excess ( m 3m" 2d"1)
w a t e r flux ( m 3m"2d"1)
precipitation (m 3 m 2 d ')
transpiration (m 3 m 2 d ' )
soil e v a p o r a t i o n ( m 3m"2d"1)
surface runoff (m 3 m2 d"')
vertical percolation (m 3 m 2 d"')
leaching (m 3 m2 d"')
drainageflux to first, second and third order drainage system (m3 m 2 d ')
w a t e r f l u x in t h e z-direction ( m 3m" 2 d ' )
waterflux in the x-direction (m 3 m 2 d"1)
r e g i o n a l d r a i n a g e flux ( m 3m" 2d~')
d r a i n a g e w a t e r flux ( m 3m"2 d' 1 )
vertical water flux in soil compartment (m 3 m 2 d"1)
water flux, inflow from adjacent upstream soil compartment (m 3 m 2 d"1)
water flux, outflow to adjacent downstream compartment (m 3 m"2d"1)
accumulated dry matter grass shoots in the time interval (kg m 2 )
accumulated dry matter grass roots in the time interval (kg m 2)
expected cumulative transpiration flow within the time span (m)
dry matter accumulation of grass shoots (kgm"2)
reference value of dry matter accumulation, related to light absorption
coefficient K (kg m"2)
dry matter accumulation of grass roots (kg m 2 )
average radius of an air filled soil pore (m)
radius of the aerobic zone (m)
gas constant (J m o l 1 °K)
p r o d u c t i o n rate (kg m"3d"1)
d e c o m p o s i t i o n rate (kgm" 3d"')
u p t a k e r a t e (kgm" 3d"')
lateral outflow rate (kg m 3 d"1)
dry matter quantity of crop roots at t h e end of a time interval (kgm"2)
dry matter quantity of crop roots at the beginning of a time interval (kgm"2)
residence time (d)
planting time (day number) (-)
transition between both growing periods (day number) (-)
harvesting date (day number) (-)
time increment (d)
temperature (°C)
reference temperature (°C)
annual average temperature (°C)
transpiration rate (d"')
cumulative nutrient uptake (kgm"2)
expected optimal cumulative uptake within the time span (kg m 2 )
change in areic water volume during a time increment (m 3 m 2 )
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sink function for uptake by grazing (kg m 2 d"1)
distance relative to the water divide between 2 drains (m)
quantity of substance sorbed to equilibrium sorption sites (kg kg ')
quantity of substance sorbed tot non-equilibrium sorption sites (kg kg"')
precipitated quantity of a substance (kg kg ')
quantity of ammonium-N sorbed to equilibrium sorption sites (kg kg"')
quantity of phosphate-P sorbed to equilibrium sorption sites (kg kg ')
quantity of phosphate-P sorbed tot non-equilibrium sorption sites (kg kg"1)
precipitated quantity of a substance (kg kg ')
maximum sorption capacity of equilibrium sorption sites (kg kg ')
thickness of soil compartment (m)
depth below the soil surface (m)
thickness of surficial material reservoir (m)
Bunsen's coefficient of solubility (m3 m"3)
frequency of the error (m' 1 )
number of the timestep since the beginning of the simulation (-)
layer number (-)
porosity (m3 m"3)
actual volumetric moisture fraction (-)
volumetric moistuire fraction at saturation (-)
volumetric soil air content (-)
soil moisture difference between actual value and value at air entry point (-)
change of volumetric moisture content (-)
phase shift (rad)
nitrate availability (kg m"2)
ammonium availability (kg m 2)
phosphate availability for plant uptake (kg m 2 )
amplification factor (-)
efficiency factor for dry matter production of grass shoots (-)
time dependent functions for computation of the resulting liquid concentration
used in the numerical solution of the convection dispersion equation (-), (d)
time dependent functions for computation of the average liquid concentration
during the time interval used in the numerical solution of the CDE (-), (d)
light absorption coefficient (-)
termal heat conductivity (J m"1 d"1 °C"')
tortuosity factor for diffusion in saturated soil particles ( m , m,,"1)
factor accounting for the tortuosity of air-filled pores (m m"1)
molar activation energy (J m o l ' )
dry bulk density (kg m"3)
surface tension of water (N m ')
selectivity coefficient for plant uptake (-)
selectivity factor for nitrate uptake (-)
selectivity factor for ammonium uptake (-)
maximum value of selectivity factors for nitrogen uptake (-)
selectivity factor for phosphate-P uptake (-)
maximum value of selectivity factor for phosphate-P uptake (-)
infinite small time increment (d)
frequency of temperature wave (d"')
uptake requirement (kg m 2 )
maximum uptake requirement (kg m 2 )
mean uptake requirement (kg m"2)
nitrogen demand to recover from nitrogen deficiency (kg m2)
nitrogen demand for growth and maintenance (kg m 2 )
nitrogen demand for luxurous consumption and accumulation (kg m 2 )
maximum value of nitrogen uptake deficit (kg m 2 )
phosphate uptake requirement (kg m 2 )
phosphate uptake requirement for plant growth (kg m 2 )
phosphorus demand to recover from phosphorus deficiency (kg m2)
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phosphorus demand for growth and maintenance (kg m"2)
phosphorus demand for luxurous consumption and accumulation (kg m 2 )
maximum value of phosphorus uptake deficit (kg m"2)
demand for atmospheric oxygen (kg m 3 d"')
stream function <P (m3 m~' d"1)
soil moisture suction (cm)
soil moisture suction at air entry point (cm)
drainage resistance of an open field drain or a tile drainage system (d)
drainage resistance of drainage system i (d)

A n n e x 2 The coefficients ^ ( t ) and £2(t)> ^i(t) a n d Ç2(t) in the
equations to compute the resulting and the average
concentration (Par. 2.2.3)

If cp * 0andA* 0:
I
Si(cjt) =

0('O)+PA(C)+<P'

\

A

a/u/

( e(^+Prf*a(c) J

£2(c,0

1-^CcO

(Al)

If (p* 0andA* 0 andcp *A:

d(c,t)

am/

e(Ç+pdka(c)
t(<p-A)
Ç2(c,t) =

Q(tç)+pdka(c)+(çt

<p-i4

{ 9(f 0 ) +P A(c) J

(A2)

l-d(c,0

If cpï 0 andAjiO and cp= A:
Cj(c,f) =
(pt

and

6(g+pA(c)+<P'

In

Uc,t) =

{ 6(g+PÂ(c) J

(A3)

l-d(c,0

If cp=0 andA* 0:
A

•W-PAW'

^

^ ) =^ ^ l l - ,
^t

and

Uc,t)

, (c ,, ) =liiM

(A4)

" ^ ^
(A5)

l-d(c,r)
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If (p* 0 andA =0:
^(CO = 1

and

'

i2{c,t)
<P

Çj(c,0 = 1

BitJ+pMc)*^

(A6)

( 6(g + P d ^(c) J

am/
Q(tJ +pdka{c) +<f>t

C2(c,f) =
<P

<pt

In

8 ( g +pdfcfl(c)+<p*

(A7)

( 6(g+Pd^(c)

If <p = 0 andA =0:
^(c,r) = 1

and

l2{c,t) =

(A8)
6('o) + PA( c )

Cx(c,0 = 1

and

Ç2(c,f) =

(A9)
2(6(g+p rf * fl (c))
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